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INTRODUCTION

This dissertation is an attempt to explore the common sense notion

that in learning a foreign language, certain vocabulary items are more

difficult to recall or reproduce than others. We will direct our atten-

tion to two questions: Is there substantial agreement among language

students about which vocabulary items are the "difficult" ones? Are

there linguistically analyzable factors which appear to account for

vocabulary difficulty?

The aim of the present study is to examine the relative influence

of linguistic factors in the mastery of a second language vocabulary.

The use of the term "linguistic" i.s to. suggest a focus of attention on
'.. . -:::

variables within the learning materials rather than on the experimental

method used to present the materials. The variables which have been

call "linguistic," are those specifically controlled in order to examine

the relationships between the experimental materials and the linguistic

experience or perhaps "set" of experimental subjects. Meaningfulness,

familiarity, and pronounceability represent such 'variables in verbal

learning experiments. The variables which we call "experimental" are

those which are generally assumed to be independent of the learner's

linguistic history, and in some cases independent of the learner's

general learning history. Such variables are examined in experiments

testing the effect of list length, immediate vs delayed recall or

reinforcement, SUbject's knowledge of results, reproduction vs recog-

nition of response, massed. vs distributed practice, etc.
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One may argue that there are interrelationships between the lin

guistic structure of the materials and the experimental methods used to

present these materials. Nevertheless, a number of experiments indicate

that factors such as meaningfulness and pronounceability factor out in

a qualitatively and quantitatively similar fashion across a broad range

of experimental conditions (Underwood and Schulz (1960), Goss and Nodine

(1965), Hansen and Rodgers (1965)). Similarly, the quanti tative and

qualitative effects of, say, massed vs distributed practice seem to hold

in data observations over a wide range of experimental materials (Mednick

(1964), pp. 84-87, Hilgard and Bower (1966), pp. 317-328, Underwood

(1961)). Thus while acknowledging possible interrelationships between

s'tructural and experimental variables, between variables related to items

rather than the format of item presentations, we deem it proper tore

strict the present discussion to an analysis of variables of the first

sort, to those which we have called linguistic variables.

Although we have adopted here much of the terminology of verbal

learning experimentation, we will define terms such as meaningfulness,

familiarity, and pronounceability from a rather different perspective

than that usually shared by experimenters in the verbal learning tradi

tion. The· specifics of this redefinition in a sense constitute the

claims for linguistic relevance and pedagogical usefulness of the present

work.
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CHAPTER 1

THE CONCEPT OF LINGUISTIC DIFFICULTY

Discussions of linguistic difficulty can be roughly categorized

according to their concern with inherent linguistic difficulty or con

trastive linguistic difficulty. These discussions may be further

categorized by their concern with Vhonological, syntactic, or semantic

difficulty.

Discussions of inherent linguistic difficulty tend to focus on

physiological, maturational, and temporal factors which suggest that

certain linguistic units and unit sequences are universally more diffi

cult to articulate, aUdit, or process than certain other units and unit

sequences. Studies of contrastive linguistic difficulty suggest that

linguistic habit renders certain non-native utterance types differ

entially more difficult to articulate, audit, or process than more

practiced native utterance types. Thes~ two types of studies often

prove mutually supportive (Hansen and Rodgers, 1965). It is not

obviously true that this should be the case. There are not strong a

priori reasons to assume that the factors which determine the ease or

difficulty of a child's acquisition of native language structures should

be qualitatively similar to those which determine the ease or difficulty

of an adUlt's acquisition of a second language. There is some,

admittedly controversial, evidence that this is indeed the case (Chomsky,

1965) •

Evaluative terms such as difficulty, complexity, meaningfulness,

and pronounceability are not easily defined in even extremely rarefied
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experimental situations. Such terms appear to make those with predom

inately linguistic interests particularly uneasy. John Carroll comments

in his review of research relevant to second language teaching, "pro

nounceability of nonsense syllables has been used as an experimental

variable (Underwood and Schulz, 1960). Foreign language words are not

aggregates of literal symbols but sequences of sound, that is, sequences

of phbnemes, and it is supererogatory to ask whether they are pronounce

'able" (Carroll, 1963). This would seem to imply that to ask if certain

foreign language words 'are more or less pronounceable than others would

be likewise supererogatory. One need not overindUlge introspection, I

think, to claim that most students of a foreign language will find some

words harder to say or to recognize than others.

Inherent Difficulty: Pronounceability

What exactly is to be understood by the term phonological difficulty

or, what we will call pronounceability? Underwood and Schulz derived

pronounceability ratings for 178 trigrams by having subjects rate these

items on a 9 point scale of pronounceability. No attempt was made to

ascertain the basis on whichsub~ects determined pronounceability.

Underwood and Schulz acknowledged that pronounceability, derived

experimentally, and rate of learning were highly correlated. Feeling

that pronounceability was "somewhat barren of theoretical potential"

they failed to pursue this learning variable more systematically. Other

investigators have discussed pronounceability in terms of the articu

latory ease of a pronounced sound string or syllable (Saporta, 1954)

or in terms of the variability of pronunciation responses to a partic

ular stimulus string (Gibson, etal, 1966) or in terms of the type and
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number of phonotactic rules determining pronunciation for a particular

verbal item (Liberman et al, 1959).

Jakobson notes that linguistics concerns i tself with language "in

all its aspects - language in operation, language in drift, language in

the nascent state, and language in dissolution" (Jakobson and Halle,

1956). These fields of linguistic inquiry are approximateJs" those

fields usually indicated by the terms: synchronic linguistics, diachronic

linguistics, language acquisition and language pathology. It does not

seem unreasonable from a lingUistic point of view to feel that these

different branches of linguistic study might yield useful clues for an

empirical definition of pronounceability. It might further be expected

that if a concept such as pronounceability is a viable one, then these

different studies might be mutually supportive. For an example,

Jakobson's studies in language acquisition and language pathology have

indicated aphasic regression "to be a mirror of the child's acquisition

of speech sounds, it shows the child's development in reverse. Further

more, comparison of child language and aphasia enables us to establish

several laws of implication." Such laws of implication suggest a range

of difficulty of speech sounds and sequences, a possible rating of

pronounceability, in our terms.

Studies of phonological acquisition tend to support Jakobson's

notion of the ordered acquisition of features (Ervin and Miller, 1963).

Summarizing several of these studies Ervin and Miller note the follow

ing generalizations:

1. Vowel-consonant contrast usualJs" the first contrast.

2. Early stop-continuent contrast.
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3. Two consonants alike in manner of articulation will show a

labial dental place of articulation contrast.

4. Place contrasts precede voicing contrasts.

5. Affricates and liquids appear late.

6. Low-high precede front-back vowel contrasts.

7. Consonant clusters appear late with initial consonants

preceding final contrasts.

These generalizations and their ordering wben compared to phono-

logical disintegration in aphasia tend generally to support the

Jakobsonian thesis (Durand, et aI, 1939).

The studies mentioned at the outset of this section discuss an

experimental aspect of synchronic linguistics (language in operation).

We might look also to cross-linguistic evidence, to linguistic universals,

for guidance in establishing measures of pronounceability. One as sump-

tion might be that phonological sequences that are univFsally unfavored

are less pronounceable than sequences universally favoreq. In his

studies of universals of initial and final consonant seg;uences Greenberg

notes the following:

1. For initial and final systems, if x is the
number of sequences of length m and Z is
the number of sequences of length nand
E! > E;, and 12 is the number of consonant

phonemes, then :!:.-<L
m - n

p p

In other words, the proportion of the
logically possible ambinates utilized decreases
or remains the same with increasing length of
the sequences. This may be illustrated for
English initial clusters as follows: the
number of consonant phonemes are 22. All of
these except /~ ! and /~/ occur as single
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phonemes. The logically possible sequenceS

of length 2 are 222 = 484. Of these 28 occur.
For length 3 the logically possible number of

combinations is 223 = 10,648. Of these only
6 occur"""

2. For initial and final systems, if x is the
number of sequences of length m and Z is
the number of sequences of length n, and
m> nand n> 2, the x < y ••• syllables
containing sequences of- n-consonants in a
language are to be found as syllabic types,
then sequences of n-l consonants are also
to be found in the corresponding position
(prevocalic or postvocalic) except that
GV --; V does not hold •••

In general, the validity of 1 and 2, to
which no exception was found in the 104
languages of the sample, provides objective
evidence of· the "difficulty" of clusters.
This would seem to correlate with the
diachronic tendency towards their simpli
fication, since any simplification auto
matically reduces the number, both
absolutely and proportionally, of sequences
of the length subject to reduction and
increases the number of shorter sequences.
(Greenberg, 1965).

Studies of language drift, historical linguistics, (in our case,

sound change) have indicated certain tendencies similar to those already

noted. The relatively great susceptibility of the liquids to dis-

similation (Heffner, 1960) is an example, as is the simplification of

consonant clusters (Meillet, 1926, and Martinet, 1955). Dialect

changes and register changes within an idiolect similarly show the

shortening of consonant clusters, particularly final consonant clusters

(Labov, 1966). Such observations lend further "objective evidence of

the 'difficulty' of clusters."
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Syntactic Difficulty

Most of the interest that linguis~s and psycholinguists have shown

in reg~rd. to linguistic difficulty has been in the area of syntax.

Theories of sentence structure in terms of a) sequential word dependencies

(Miller and Frick, 1949), b) constituent depth (Yngve, 1960), and c)

transformational derivation (Chomsky, 1957) have led to experimental

studies testing these theoretic possibilities [ ~) Miller and Selfridge,

1953, b) Martin and Roberts, 1966, c) Clifton and Odom, 1966]. Sentence

recall,recognition, and reconstruction tasks have been given to sub

jects in experiments in which the predictive validity of the syntactic

theories is tested. Much of this research has been of high quality,

.innovative, and insightfUl. A broader review of this work must await

a more syntactically relevant set of issues than here examined.

Semantic Difficulty

Examinations of the influence of semantic structure on language

learning and behavior have tended similarly to focus on sentence-length

sequences (Miller and Isard, 1963 and Rosenberg, 1965). These results,

as interesting as many of those in syntactic structure, are outside the

range of the present research.

Attempts at semantic word classification have employed techniques

such as componential analysis, the semantic differential, and free

association elicitation. The first two of these have not led, as yet,

to broadly interpretable results. Free association norms, like the

Underwood and Schulz pronounceability ratings, display the phenomena

of interest but yield little help in explaining the phenomena. An

attempt to place associative research in a more theoretically oriented

context h$s been made by Deese (1965).
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Defining word classes in terms of function rather than meaning has

been one of the self-appointed tasks of American structural linguistics.

Subsequent attempts to determine the psychological validity of such

structurally determined classes have been undertaken in a small number

of studies (Kean and Yamamoto (1957) and Brown (1957)). Brown's experi

ments indicated that "In learning a language it must be useful to

discover the semantic correlates of the various parts of speech; for

this discovery enables the learner to use the part-of-speech membership

of a new word as a first clue to its meaning." Linguistic motivations

for a distinction such as concrete versus abstract noun are discussed

in Weinreich (1966), Katz (1966), and Chomsky (1965). Experiments by

Dukes and Bastian (1966), Epstein (1962), Gorman (1961) and Paivio (1963),

suggest that a) subjects are in substantial agreement as to what repre

sent abstract and concrete nouns and that b) concrete nouns are more

readily recalled in various kinds of learning tasks than are abstract

nouns. These results seem generally in keeping with informal observa

tions of second language learning which indicate that in vocabulary

acquisition "an abstract word is more difficult than a concrete word"

(Riga, 1966).

A broader test of the psychological validity of linguistic form

classes was undertaken by Glanzer (1962). In paired-associate learning

of nonsense-English and English-nonsense pairs Glanzer observed form

class to be a significant variable giving the following rankings in

terms of ease of learning: English-nonsense: noun, adjective, adverb,

verb, pronoun, preposition, conjunction; nonsense-English: noun,

adjective, verb, pronoun, adverb, preposition, conjunction. A vocabulary
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experiment using 20 stimulus items from the auxilliary language Ru Ro

paired with dictionary-appropriate English responses gave results similar

to Glanzer's. Pairs with English noun responses were mastered most

qUickly followed by adjectives and interjections, pronouns, verbs,

prepositions, and adverbs (Morgan and Bonham, 1944).

Contrastive Difficulty

Contrastive studies, particularly in the area of phonology, are an

important part of the aUdio-lingual language teaching package. Quite

comprehensive contrastive phonological analyses appear in the Contrastive

Structure Series for which texts on Spanish, German, and Italian have

been published. For the most part, rankings of contrastive difficulty

or the influence of contrastive difficulty on other aspects of language

learning, e.g. vocabulary mastery, are not offered. An exception to

the first appears in Stockwell and Bowen's The Sounds of English and

Spanish. Chapter 2 posits a hierarchy of phonological difficulty based

on learning theoretic notions of positive, negative, and zero transfer.

A given phone is considered either of optional, obligatory or zero

availability in a particular language. Where a phone has a zero status

in the native language and an obligatory status in the target language

the transfer difficulty is considered maximal, that is, contrastive,

phonological difficulty is greatest. Intervocalic Spanish [t],

represented orthographically as £ or ~, is an example. This sound

exists neither optionally nor obligatorally in English (i.e., has

zero availability) and hence is considered maximally difficult for the

English speaker to master in learning Spanish.
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In theory it would be possible to construct for each syllable or

other phonological sequence an index of difficulty based on the averaged

scores of transfer difficulty for each component sound segment. No

attempts to construct such scores or to validate empirically the sug

gested scaling was reported by Stockwell and Bowen. It appears that

certain assumptions, especially that concerning the hierarchical dis

tinctions between negative and zero transfer contrasts, are arguable.

Nevertheless the general proposal seems reasonable and experimentally

testable.

An ambitious attempt to determine difficUlty rankings on the basis

of contrastive phonological analysis and then to verify these rankings

experimentally is reported by Briere (1966). Briere ranked the similar

ity of sound pairs from the native and target languages on the basis of

like or unlike "articUlatory features, phonemic status, and· privilege

of occurrence within the respective systems." The greater the number

of shared features, the more similar were assumed the two sounds, and

the smaller the production problem for the native speaker articulating

the target language sound. Native speakers of the target languages

judged the "nativeness" of the experimental sUbject's sound production

on a 3 point scale. These ratings were then correlated with the "shared

feature" scalings previously determined.

Briere reports some incidental findings of some interest. His

study shows that "no correlation between frequency of occurrence and

hierarachy of difficUlty, and no prediction of transfer or interference

can be based on the frequency of occurrence of phonemes within the ~

or t systems." This comment is of some interest in view of various
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kinds of statistical (Zipf, 1935) experimental (Underwood and Schulz,

1960) and linguistic (Greenberg, 1965) evidence which suggests a fairly

high correlation between frequency of use (by type or token) and measures

of linguistic difficulty.
,

Briere further reports that his experiments

demonstrate "that the syllable is frequently a better prime thah the

word on which to base a contrastive analysis of two languages."

The particular scales adopted by Briere did not, in general, yield

predictions of difficulty that were experimentally supported. It would

appear, minimally, that feature differences must be differentially

weighted. It is probable that the syllable position of the sound to be

produced or perceived also influences difficulty. Briere admits that

his research does not yield determinations of "specific classificatory

features attended to by the decoders of the respective languages being

investigated or of the role of production as a possible mediator to

perception." The generally poor predictive value of feature analysis

for experimentally observed performance suggests that one should seek

alternative procedures for scaling pronounceability in experiments such

as those here reported.
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CliAPTER 2

PAIRED-ASSOCIA'rE LEARNING AND LANGUAGE LEARNING

As mentioned previously the focus in this study is on linguistic

variables rather than presentation variables in second language vocabulary

acquisition. We should mention at this point, however, that all of our

vocabulary experiments employ an oral presentation, paired-associate,

response anticipation format. The details will be given in the next

chapter.

To what extent does sach a presentation format resemble a T1 natural ll

or "classroom" situation in which a second language vocabulary is acquired,

and to what extent are results reported in such an experimental situation

relevant to more "natural" vocabulary learning situations?

Many psychologists view "natural" foreign language vocabulary

learning as a special case of paired-associate learning. "These critical

elements (elements comprising conditions for so-called instrumental

learning) appear to be lacking in the constrained responding that ordi

narily takes place in laboratory studies of FA learning, and, most likely,

outside of the laboratory as well as in the learning of English-foreign

language equivalents" (Kausler, 1966). "This paradigm [PAl is exemplified

in foreign language learning, where when a ·word is presented in one

language, its equivalent in another langQage is the appropriate response

ellicited" (Staats and Staats, 1964). "The paired-associate method .••

is commonly viewed as representative of the things people do when they

learn verbal materials under ordinary conditions. Consider, for example,

the learning of a vocabulary of foreign words by traditional methods.
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The essential feature is a pairing between English words and the words

in a foreign language, so that when a foreign word is presented, its

English equivalent comes readily to mind" (Deese and Hulse, 1967).

Contemporary language teachers, on the other hand, tend to reject

this analogy out of hand. "The consensus in the sources is that this

[building of an extensive vocabulary] should be subordinated to a sound

foundational knowledge of structure, by which words, when learned later,

can be fitted correctly into discourse. All vocabulary should be learned

in context, and word lists pairing foreign language words with "equiva

lents" in the native language should not be used for teaching purposes"

(Rivers, 1964). "It will usually be preferable to let the class go

without grasping the meaning of a word they have learned to pronounce

rather than resort to translation" (Lado, 1964). This stand has been

implemented in the Modern Language Association's Modern Spanish, where

no vocabulary translation lists appear in the lessons at all.

The rejection by contemporary language teachers of paired-associate

type vocabulary presentation in a pedagogical format has tended to

negatively influence jUdgments on the usefulness of this type of pre

sentation in an experimental format. This rejection can be explained

in a large measure by the similarity in form of paired-associate

presentation to the currently discredited "grammar-translation" method

of language teaching with its emphasis on "teaching the student 'rules'

of grammar and lists of vocabulary items paired with what were indicated

as their English equivalents" (Carroll, 1963). H. E. Palmer, who would

have to be considered in the language teaching camp, has observed with
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perhaps the necessary note of compromise "The exclusion of translation

as a regular means of conveying the meaning of units is an uneconomical

and unnatural principal" (Palmer, 1917).

Another reason for rejection (or ignorance) of paired-associate

research findings by language teachers (and linguists) has been that

such research has rarely focused on learning of natural language pairs,

preferring instead to examine learning of picture, n-gram, numeric, and

nonsense-syllable pairs. In those cases where experimentation utilizing

natu.ral language pairs has been reported, variables of interest are most

often presentation variables or inter-item variables. The correlation

of rote vocabulary learning success to general language learning success

(Kjeldergard (1962), Ryden (1948), Cooper (1964)), presentation of items

in native-target versus target-native format (Stoddard (1929), Kuraishi

(1937)), presentation of items paired with pictures versus glosses (Kale

and Grosslight (1955), Kopstein and Roshel (1954), Schmidt (1923)), pre-

sentation of items in varioua size lists (Woodworth and Schlosberg

(1954), Crothers and Suppes (1967)), presentation of items with or with-

out accompanying transcription (Sawyer et al (1963), Crothers and Suppes

(1967)), presentation of items with or without accompanying physical

actions (Kunihira and Asher, 1965), presentation of items in isolation

or context (Briones (1937), Libby (19':1..0), Morgan and Foltz (1944),

Smith and Powers (1930),WerLjer and K~~an (1950), Crothers and Suppes

(1967)), are all examples of such investigations of presentation variables.

Carroll has voiced a general objection to the experimental research

on second language learning. "Psychologists who have tried to investi-

gate elements in the foreign language teaching process have frequently
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failed to produce useful results because their experimental settings

and materials have not been sufficiently similar to those of the .actual

teaching situation as it occurs in the classroom or in the language

laboratory. At the same time, research undertaken by. foreign language

teachers has only rarely been adequate with respect to research

methodology'(Carroll, 1963).

In spite of these limitations there do seem to be several areas

where results of laboratory learning of paired-associates may be relevant

to concerns of language learners and teachers. We will review these

results in the next three sUb-sections.

1. Paired-Associate Models

Several different models have been proposed for the acquisition

process in PA learning. An early model was postulated by Gibson in

1940. This model based on concepts of stimulus generalization and

differentiation "viewed acquisition as the extinction of generalized

tendencies and the progressive strengthening of the differentially

reinforced correct responses" (Kausler, 1966). Various predictions

from the Gibsonian model, particularly regarding effects of intra··list

similarity have not been confirmed experimentally (Underwood, 1961).

This has led to development of a stage analysis model (Underwood,

Runquist, and Schulz, 1959) which attempts to describe a sequence of

logical stages through which §.s pass in the course of mastering .a PA

list. The model posits two major stages - a response learning stage

and an associative or hook-Up stage in which the learned responses

become associated with the appropriate stimuli. The stage analysis
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model places considerable emphasiS on the so-called "selector mechanism. "

If responses are integrated units (meaningful words), as in the case of

Russian-English vocabulary learning, then the selector mechanism provides

for "differential strengthening of these integrated units to the. various

situational cues (e.g., the memory drum) in the PA context, whereas

other integrated units in ~s repertory that are excluded from the list

are uneffected" (Kausler, 1966).

A mUlti-process model has been proposed by McGuire who views PA

acquisition as consisting of essentially three connective phases:

"a) between the stimulus member of the pair and the mediating,labeling

response which discriminates it from the stimulus members of the other

pairs; b) between the stimulus produced by that labeling response and

the response member of the pair; and c) between the stimuli produced

by each successive sub-element of the response member and the following

sub-element" (McGuire, 1961).

other proposed models include a classical conditioning model (Goss,

Morgan, and Golin, 1959), an instrumental model (Wickens, 1964), and a

cognitive differentiation model (Saltz, 1961). It will be interesting

to keep these models in mind when we consider experimentally the issue

of stimulus differentiation of the Russian items, response learning of

the English items, and subject-constructed mediating responses to the

Russian stimuli.
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1959). The stage model discussed previously assigns a priority to re

sponse factors in. pair learning. This is in keeping with the results

summarized by Postman (1962): "there is considerable evidence that speed

of learning varies. directly with the meaningfulness of S's and R's and

that this relationship is considerably more pronounced and consistent

for R's than for S's", and by Underwood and Schulz (1960): "effect of

response m (generated values or pronounceability) on learning is much

greater than stimulus m." Results have not always been as. consistently

in agreement as these statements might suggest. Experimental results

reported by Cieutat and Stockwell (1958), Horowitz (1962), Sheffield

(1946) and Weis.s (1958) tend to support the cited summary statements.

However, Cason (1933) noted that learning results were equally influenced

by changes in m of stimuli as of response, and Gannon and Noble (1961)

review several studies in which manipulation of stimulus variables in

fluenced subsequent PA learning whereas manipulation of response

variables did not.

Do there appear to be such differential influences of stimulus and

response factors in experimentation with natural language pairs?

The effect of ordering familiar and unfamiliar items as either

stimuli or responses in paired-associate learning has been quite thor

oughlY investigated by several Japanese psychologists. Umemoto in his

review of Japanese verbal learning experiments dates the discovery of

the phenomenon of differential recall between foreign language to

mother language versus mother language to foreign language by Kuraishi's

experiments reported in 1937 (Kuraishi, 1937). A less thorough in

vestigation of this phenomenon was reported by Stoddard in 1929.
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Stoddard noted that the learning rate of French-English pairs was twice

as great as the learning rate of English-French pairs (Stoddard, 1929).

Kuraishi's several studies similarly show that it is easier to recall a

paired list which has as responses that half set of the list comprised

of items most easily ellicited in a free recall situation. In studies

of German-Japanese and Ainu-Japanese learning Kuraishi attempted to

refine this notion in terms of a systematization of the background of

the learning items. He concltlded that "in the thought configuration in

.fl',
which one of its articulated members has the systematized baq~ground

and the other has not, the reproduction in accordance with t~ method
'~'

of paired-associates - namely 'Luck-,Erganzung' is more favor~bly achieved

when the latter comes first into consciousness" (Kuraishi, 1937).

Returning to our question regarding the influence of stimulus versus

response in natural language pair learning, we see that the situation

is somewhat more complex than the Postman summary statement would in-

dicate; that the structure of the items in the list and the familiarity

of those items to the learner tend to weight stimulus and response

factors differentially. Umemoto summarizes the Japanese findings as

follows: "The main variables of paired-associate learning are a) the

direction of the pair in both original and recall trial, b) the simi-

larity of stimulus words, c) the familiarity of response words." We

will refer to these variables as "directionality," "similarity" and

"familiarityo "

As regards directionality it would appear that

attributable to directionality are less qualitative

changes in results

than qUaftitative.
iff

That is, Heasyll pairs tend to be Ifeasyll and Ildifficult ll pairs, IIdifficult ll
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whether pair items are ordered familiar-unfamiliar or unfamiliar-familiar.

However, ordering almost always has a significant quantitative effect

on the total number of pairs learned (Kuraishi, 1937).

We will examine "similarity" in the following sub-section. For

the moment we will not explore the issue of "familiarity." For our

purposes familiarity is not a linguistic nor an experimental variable.

We will consider "frequency of occurrence" as roughly indicative of

familiarity when we return to this issue in the experimental discussion.

3. Similarity

M
The~notion that stimuli or responses which are similar are likely

f;6'
to be confUsed has been examined in a number of verbal learning experi-

ments. Goss and Nodine (1965) have a comprehensive review of these

studies. "The basis for scaling of similarity between and among stimuli

have been relative distances along physical dimensions (intensity or

wavelength), common letters or phonemes, common meaning, and subjects 1

reactions in form of judgments or inter-stimulus generalization errors."

Stimulus similarity, or stimulus generalization, has been a rather

widely studied verbal learning phenomenon (Kimble, 1961). Similar

analyses of response generalization have produced somewhat more ambig-

uous results than have analyses of stimulus generalization. Reported

studies do generally agree that "similarity of stimuli is apparently

more potent than similarity of responses" (Goss and Nodine, 1965).

Exp~rimental investigations of stimulus similarity or response
',,'.:~

similar~~y have not been directed to evaluation of the potential con-

fUsability of items in natural language vocabularies. Experiments
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using nonsense vocabularies have concentrated on the effects of "primary"

similarity, often measured in terms of letter commonality of the learn

ing items and "secondary" similarity, usually evaluated in terms of

commonality of meaning "especially as it involves implicit mediating

responses evoked in common to discrete verbal units" (Kausler, 1965).

Evaluation of such factors of similarity in foreign language learning

is virtually non-existent. In fact, one of the principal justifications

given for avoiding natural language vocabularies in verbal learning

experiments has been that important factors such as similarity cannot

be controlled. A typical assumption in experiments using controlled

stimulus similarity has been that the number of like letters or phonemes

of two items is a reasonable measure of the psychological similarity of

these items as perceived by the experimental subject (Feldman and

Underwood, 1957). Observation of student second language learning be

havior suggests that such measures are inadequate to account for the

variety of confusions which students evince in learning a foreign

vocabulary. One projected outcome of experiments like the present will

be an examination of the potency of various factors which lead to item

confusability as well as the effect of confusability on the type and

number of vocabulary items actually mastered.
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CHAPTER 3

RUSSIAN-ENGLISH EXPERIMENTS

During the past several years a series of studies examining optimal

vocabulary block sizes for learning Russian-English vocabulary pairs has

beencundertaken at Stanford University. These investigations are re

ported in a recent publication by Crothers and Suppes, Experiments ~

Second-Language Learning (1967).

Vocabulary block size refers to the number of different pairs pre

sented per training session. Thus if one wishes to drill one hundred

vocabulary pairs at the rate of 100 items per day over a five day period,

one might present the first 20 pairs five times on day one, the second

20 pairs five times on day two, etc.; or present the first fifty twice

on day one, the second fifty twice on day two, etc.; or present the total

100 pairs once each day. These would represent block sizes of 20,50,

and 100, respectively. In one experiment or another, block sizes of

6, 18, 36, 72, 100, 108, 216, and 300 have been tested. The vocabulary

items were chosen from among the high frequency words of Josselson's

The Russian Word Count and the item-pairs have remained relatively

unchanged throughout the experiments.

The task for subjects was the same in all cases. The Russian item

was pronounced (on tape) by a native Russian speaker, and after five

seconds a correct English translation for the item was given. If the

SUbject recognized the Russian word from previous trials he was to write

on an answer sheet the English response before it was given orally on

the tape. The dependent variable for comparing block-sizes was the
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proportion of responses correct per trial and number of items .recalled

correctly on a test following the final learning cycle. Suppes (1964)

has. shown that several of the most commonly used learning models predict

that either the largest or the smallest block size will be optimal.

This prediction was generally supported by the data.

It has been argued that vocabulary list learning of this type bears

little resemblance to vocabulary acquisition in second-language learning.

This is obviously true in that a) subjects do not respond with the

foreign item and b) subjects do not learn or practice items in a natural

discourse context. We nevertheless feel that such experimentation has

pedagogical relevance for, at least, two reasons: 1) as we shall attempt

to show, subjects do pronounce the Russian stimulus items in order to

facili tate their own recall, and 2) "foreign language students attack

these (vocabulary) lists much in the fashion of lists placed on a memory

drum," (such as with flash cards) as John Carroll notes (Carroll, 1963),

whether language teachers do or do not encourage such non-contextual

learning. Carroll elsewhere notes in reviewing some of the earlier

Stanford vocabulary experiments (Carroll, 1966), "Any results found

concerning whole-part [different block size] learning for the laboratory

setting would in all probabili.ty have the pattern and general form that

might also be found in a classroom experiment if this were feasible."

A pilot study using the same vocabulary lists as in the experiments

described but using written English as stimuli and spoken Russian as

responses yielded results qualitatively similar to those reported here.

The considerable difficulty experienced in judging the adequacy of

spoken Russian responses dictated our use of the Russian stimuli 

English response design for most of our investigations.
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We would now like to discuss some observations apparently indepen

dent of block size which have motivated the present investigation. On

the standard recall test given to all groups, it was observed that the

degree of difficulty for a given item was relatively constant over all

groups •. ' (There was a slight factor of variability in that exposure

recency was not the same for all groups. With recall scores weighted

by a recency-constant, item diffiCUlty results for all groups were re

markably similar.) Primary data used were tenth day test results from

two groups of twenty SUbjects studying 300 vocabulary items over nine

days, one hoilr a.day. "Group 100" received the same 100 items three

times on each of days one, two, and three; the next 100 items three

times on each of days four, five, and six, and the final 100 three times

on each of day seven, eight, and nine. Thus, items in the first 100

(list 1) had not been. practiced since Day 3, whereas items in the last

100 (list 3) had been practiced on Day 9. Group 300 received the total

300 pairs every day and, thus all items were of essentially equally

recent exposure. For Group 100 there was some predictable forgetting

of items which appeared on the earlier lists. There were 33 items on

which the number of correct subject recalls varied noticeably between

t!)e two groups. In these cases in which there were major variations in

total number of subjects responding correctly to an item, such variations

could be equated in terms of a recency constant assigned over the items.

(There was only one exception; the pair 3 Be3,I\a "star" was recalled

. correctly by only four subjects from Group 300 but by twelve from Group

100; this despite the fact that the pair-item occurred on list 1 (Days

1, 2, and 3) for Group 100.)
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The consistency among subjects in learning individual pairs en-

couraged us to attempt to determine those variables within the pairs

which facilitated or retarded learning. We felt this to be an inter-

esting question from several standpoints: interesting psychologically,

as an extension of paired-associate research regarding the importance

of factors such as frequency, familiarity, meaningfulness, pronounce-

ability in learning natural language S-R pairs; interesting linguistically,

as a possible source of information on certain semantic factors which

have proved analytically intractable; and interesting pedagogically, as

one means of comparing the several criteria which have been argued in

the selection, grading, and presentation of vocabulary items in second

1language materials.

The Response Form-Class HYpothesis

Some initial conjectures were made as to variables which might

reasonably be expected to influence vocabulary pair-learning. Those

which seemed tentatively plausible in terms of a quick data scan are

summarized in Table r. We then examined in depth the response form-

class hypothesis. That response items should receive the closest and

first analysis appeared to follow from the more or less consistent

results reported from classical paired-associate experimentation and

summarized in Chapter 2.

IThe most widely favored of these vocabulary selection criteria include ~
frequency of use, usefulness in grammatical patterns, situational appro"
priateness, morphological regUlarity, and si.milarity in, form and meaning
to the nati.ve language translation eqUivalent. See West (1937, 1953)
and Riga (1966) for discussion.
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The average recall/English item, in form-class was computed and is

shown in Table II. Ranking was performed in the following manner. Total

scores for both groups for all days were computed for each item. These

items had been previously marked for or assigned to form-classes. The

total scores (recall) for items within the form-class divided by the

number of such items yielded a total average recall for English items

in each linguistic form-class. These classes were linguistically

motivated, although structural (or other) criteria for assignment to a

form-class, especially for concrete and abstract noun, were sometimes

ambiguous. We were encouraged Qy the fact that for an item where as-

signment to a form-class appeared ambiguous, the score for such an item

usually fell between the averages for the class choices.

f
high]

Our defining noUn class frame was "The - was a foot ~~~~
wide

"

If the noun.phrase with the response noun in blank was accepted by all

three native English-speaking informant-judges the noun was classed

"concrete": if not, "abstract." Although there are questionable cases

this seems the type of frame which can be used without much difficulty

and which yields intuitively reasonable classes. We attempted to de-

termine a similar bisection of verbals but found no classification

which was structually definable and which also gave a useful segmentation

on the basis of the data. In addition to the form-class other class-

ificatory bisections were examined: animate vs inanimate; demonstrable

vs non-demonstrable; countable vs non-countable. None of these yielded

classes of wider statistical separation than the form-class assignment.
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The rank of major classes (noun,adjective, adverb, verb) is iden

tical with that obtained by Glanzer in the nonsense syllab~e - English

word pair-learning experiment earlier cited (Glanzer, 1962). This

corroborative finding encouraged us to assume that functional (form

class) properties of the English response items give a strong clue as

to potential mastery of a vocabulary pair.

A further experiment was planned to test this proposition. On the

basis of recall scores, a sub·,list containing the 25 "most-learned" and

the 25 "least learned" pairs was constructed from the 300-pair data.

The form-class distributions within the sUb-list reflected the ranking

of Table II. Thus the most-learned pair set included no verbs (18 nouns

and 6 adjectives, 1 functor) whereas the least-learned pair set comprised

10 verbs, 5 functors, 7 nouns, and 3 adjectives. The order of English

responses to Russian stimuli' was then reversed so as to form a set of

spurious translation pairs. That is, the Russian stimulus of item 1

(most-learned) was now paired with the English response of item 50

(least-learned), Russian stimulus of item 2 with English response of

item 49, etc. If the hypothesis concerning the dominating influence of

the English response was correct, one would anticipate that the rank of

the acguisition scores of this new set of 50 Russian-English pairs

should be more or less the reverse of that in the original experiment.

That is, the items resulting from pairing Russian stimuli from the

least-learned list with the English responses from the most-learned list

should yield generally higher scores than the items resultihg from pair

ing Russian stimuli from the most-learned list with English responses

from the least-learned list.
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New sUbjects were given exactly the same instructions as were

subjects. in the prior experiment. These instructions are reproduced in

Appendix A.. Subjects were presented the pairs in block size 50 for 6

trials using the. same equipment as in the earlier experiments. Six

randomizations of the 50 items were used. The 6 trials were given to

eleven subjects (Stanford undergraduates fUlfilling a class requirement

for an introductory psychology course) in one day with a rest break

between the 3rd and 4th trials.

The results of this "reverse~pair" experiment are presented in

Table III. The first row reports the mean proportion of correct re-

sponses in the prior Russian study. The second row presents the mean

proportion of correct responses in the reverse-pair experiment. If the

hypothesis were to be confirmed, one would expect to find that the rank

of the means in row two would be the reverse of the rank of the means

in row one. Quite obviously this is not the case.

Our. initial hypothesis based on response form-class seemed untenable

in light of these data. A crucial observation is that verb-functor
2

responses are now more easily learned than noun~adjective responses.

In all but two cases, pairs with verb or functor responses are now

members of the most-learned set rather than the least-learned set. Con-

versely, the least-learned set now contains 10 of the 16 possible concrete-

noun responses whereas it had previously contained only 3 of the 16.

The form-class breakdown is shown in Section A of Table IV.

2Functor is a word item expressing primarily grammatical relationship.
Here to be understood as including form classes other than noun,
adjective, or verb.
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.Thisresult ..suggests that, perhaps, stimulus variables rather than

response variables are of greater signi.ficance in predictingpair~learning

success in the present experiments. The paired-associate results cited

earlier, noting the predominant influence of response factors, were in

no case based on natural language translation experiments. It appears

that the Russian stimulus items present special difficulties unlike those

uncovered in experimentation with trigrams, nonsense syllables, or En

glish words as stimulus items. (Corroborative evidence from the

previously cited pilot experiment in ·which the stimuli were English and

the responses Russian, suggests that it is linguistic factors, i.e.,

Russian syllable structure; English form-class rather than design factors,

i.e., whether Russian items were used as stimuli or responses that most

influences the experimental results. This finding is supported in the

previous discussion of Kuraishi's results in Chapter 2.)

Our attention now focused on an attempt to isolate some significant

stimulus variables in the Russian items.

~ Stimulus Pronounceability Hypothesis

We suggest that a probable subject strategy for learning the

Russian-English paired items might be the following:

1) Pronunciation rehearsal of presented stimulus by subject.

2) Pronunciation manipulation of stimulus and match to a known

English item. This item becomes the "mediator" in verbal

learning terminology.

3) Association of mediator with given English response.

4) Practice of this association.
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Let us cons~der for a moment the reported learning steps from a

post~experimental interview with one of our own experimental subjects.

Protocol

Russian item presented II KpynHbll1 ",

1) Subject pronounces "/krupniy/".

2) Subject constr~cts an English item similar in pronunciation.

"Croupe knee, she's got a cold in her knee, she's got house-

maid's knee, she's got croupe knee."

English response presented "huge."

3) Subject associates mediator to response. "Her housemaid's

knee makes her knee swell up until it's huge. II

4) Subject practices association. "Her croupe-knee is huge."

Two things are interesting to note here. First, the subject has

relatively little difficulty in finding some phonetically similar

English match to the Russian stimUlUS, however bizarre such an item may

be. Second, the subject chooses to construct the mediator before hear-

ing the response.

It is first observed that the SUbject's strategy involves covert

or overt pronunciation rehearsal of the presented stimulus item, Such

a strategy assumes some measure of pronounceability of the Russian item.

It seems reasonable that certain Russian items are more pronounceable

for the native English speaker than others. 3

3The implications of the pronunciation rehearsal hypothesis are
certainly not unique to this experiment. Martin (1966) notes, "It
is evident from the literature that stimulus term pronounceability
(PR) is a significant variable in paired-associate acquisition:

(cont'd on next page)
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Table IV displays the reverse-pair test results with a representa-

tion of the Russian items in a roughly approximate English phonemic

transcription. Such a schema is based on the assumption that the subject

performs a similar "transcriptive" operation on the stimulus items in

an initial attempt to generate easily pronounceable strings. Such a

strategy may prove quite ade~late over items in which the transcription

yields sequences occurring in English but may fall short when resultant

sequences are non-occurrent in English. This breakdown would appear to

be most serious in consonant clusters, since co-occurrence restrictions

in consonant sequences are considerably more severe (in Russian or

English), than in vowel-consonant or consonant-vowel sequences. Since

the within-language constraints for consonant-vowel, vowel-consonant

combinations are few and the cross-language similarities between such

combinations are many, one would anticipate that Russian CV or VC

combinations would cause relatively little difficulty in pronunciation

for speakers of English. 4 For consonant clusters quite the opposite is

3 (cont'd)

performance is directly related to ease of scaled PR ••• This relation
ship obtains in spite of the fact that S's are not required to recall,
reproduce, pronounce, or in any way overtly utilize the variably pro
nounceable stimuli ~ tl

4Major exceptions to this would include individual consonants radically
unlike those occurring in English such as the palatal series or Ix!
and individual vowels unlike any English vowel,namely [4,] written hI
We treat the palatalized consonants as clusters ICy/. We have, in
this account, ignored the ob\QOUS pronunciation problems an English
speaker will have with Ix! and [4,].
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true; that is, Russian has not only different individual phonetic com

binations but different sorts of rules for combining phonetic classes.

Thus, Russian has an initial cluster Imgl-I I4rJIa "haze"; English has

no such initial cluster. This is not merely coincidental, for English

has no initial clusters permitting an initial nasal, no three phoneme

initial clusters not beginning with lsi, and no three phoneme initial

clusters containing a voiced stop. Not only is the specific consonant

cluster not shared but the general rules for cluster formation are

obviously widely dissimilar. We sought to find some measure of such

phonetic dissimilarity between Russian and English consonant clusters.

One set of indicators of pronunciation difficulty for the tran.,

scribed consonant clusters was determined and shown as item assignments

in Table V. These values were determined for each Russian item as

follows: no consonant clusters = 0; each two phoneme consonant cluster

occurring in like word position in English = 1; each consonant cluster

non-occurrent in English in like position = 2. In this tabulation all

two-phoneme jjnter~rro:cali-c consonantal sequences were scored 1. Inde-

\:dependent evidence earlier reviewed has suggested that longer consonant

sequences are more difficult and less-favored than shorter consonant

sequences (Greenburg (1965), Hansen and Rodgers (1965)). Here each

consonant sequence is considered as a set of overlapping consonant

doublets. Considering consonant sequences as sets of doublets is a

relatively straightforward method for assigning greater weight to longer

sequences. Thus our example item, I4rJIa Imglal, would be assigned a

pronunciation difficulty (PD) score of 3: #,Img! - being a non-occurrent

initial sequence in English = 2, and.#,Igl/ - being an occurrent initial
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in English = 1; total = 3. These values were totalled for the rank top

25 (most-learned) and rank bottom 25 (least-learned) and the totals

shown. These scores show that the least-learned items have a total

pronunciation difficulty, as measured, of 85. The most-learned items

have a total pronunciation difficulty total of 50. The difference be

tween mean pronunciation difficulty per item (3.4 - 2.0 = 1.4) (least

learned - most-learned) is significant at p < .01.

Total syllables/items for most-learned and least-learned pairs are

approximately the same. (Most-learned total syllables = 46, least

learned total syllables = 48.) This suggests that the significant

stimulus variable is not item length, at least as measured in syllables.

There are, of course, a number of possible alternative methods for

measuring pronounceability or pronunciation difficulty. Some of these

proposals were discussed in Chapter 2. We can defend our choice against

some of these.

One approach is to have subjects subjectively rate "pronounceability"

of test items along some scale. Such ratings have been taken in experi

ments by Underwood and Schulz (1961), Greenberg and Jenkins (1964),

Gibson, Shurcliff, and Yonas (1966), and others. The experimental

results suggest that these ratings are quite reliable and correlate

well with learning or recognition scores for rated items.

While subject rating of Russian words might have strengthened the

case for the influence of pronounceability on learning (if results were

as predicted) it would have left us no closer to a resolution of the

factors comprising pronounceability.
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Greenberg and Jenkins (1964) suggest another method for determining

.the phonological. distance of a novel item from "Englishness." The

method was demonstrated for some monosyllabic nonsense items and yielded

rankings of these items which correlated well with other verbal per

formance measures. The method involves an exhaustive set of phonemic

SUbstitutions, checking each item generated by substitution for its

inclusion in the vocabulary of English. It is not clear how such a

method might, in a finite period of time, be applied to polysyllabic

items such as comprise the lists used in the present experiment.

Underwood and Schulz have stated that pronounceability is "only a

special (if highly frequent) case of response integration resulting

from frequency" (Underwood and SchUlZ, 1961). Trigram frequency means

are used as pronounceability measures by Underwood and Schulz in their

studies of verbal learning. Such means are also used by Suzanne Larsen

in her studies on~ Paired-Associate Method .and Language Learning

(Larsen, 1962). The method employs trigram frequency tables such as

compiled by Pratt (1942) or Underwood (1960). For every group of three

letters comprising a learning item the trigram frequency is determined

from the tables. From the sum a mean trigram frequency for each item

is then computed. This mean is taken to be "an indication of the

similarity of the statistical structure of the learning item to the

statistical structure of English words" (Larsen, 1962).

Larsen computed ranges and means for the twelve Russian items and

the twenty-four Japanese items used in her experiments examining re

sponse learning, associative matching, and paired-associate learning

of these items and their English equivalents. She found a significant
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correlation (r = .438, p < .05) between ease of item learning and mean

trigram frequency for the Japanese items in the associative matching

task. Correlations for these same variables in the response learning

and paired-associate tasks were not significant. Correlations are not

reported for the Russian response learning condition.

We computed the mean trigram frequencies for the fifty Russian

stimuli used in our experiments from the Underwood tables. The mean

trigram frequency for these items ranged from 0.0 to 42.6 with the median

at 3.75 and a mean of 8.04. (Larsen's twelve Russian items showed a

mean trigram range from 0.3 to 22.0 with a mean of 6.8.) The fifty

Russian items were ranked in terms of their mean trigram frequencies

and correlations between this rank and a) the PD score rank and b) the

control condition learning score rank were computed. Neither of the

correlations between mean trigram frequency rank and learning score

rank or PD rank was significant at p < .10.

It might seem that something like triphone frequencies, being less

distorted by English spelling conventions, would yield means more

closely correlated with features influencing learning of orally rather

than visually presented pairs. However, Briere found, as previously

noted, that "no correlation between frequency of occurrence and hier

archy of difficulty ••• can be based on the frequency of occurrence of

phonemes within the Eo or ! systems" (Briere, 1967). It would also

appear that tables indicating trigram frequencies by word position

might permit more sensitive analysis of learning item structure. Such

tables have been compiled by Mayzner (1965). However, Gibson et al

(1966), in a syllable recognition experiment, note "the fact that the
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Mayzner counts are no better than mere summed bigram and summed trigram

frequency is interesting in view of the fact that they take the position

of the bigram or trigram frequency in the word and word length into

account." The Gibson findings agree with those here reported that

"pronounceability ratings are clearly measuring and predicting some

thing that none of the frequency counts gets at" (Gibson et al, 1966).

The Pre-Training Experiments

The model of sUbject strategy proposed previously suggests several

performance predictions. First, if subject has pre-training in pro

nunciation of or association to the Russian stimuli his pair-learning

performance should improve. ThUS, if we consider the four subject

strategy steps as occupying finite segments of the time between con

secutive pair presentations, we should be able to maximize time spent

on actual practice (steps 3-4) if we can minimize time spent in pro

nunciation rehearsal (1), and/or search for a mediator (2). This model

would further predict that any pre-training on English responses would

not materially improve SUbject's recall performance of those responses

when appropriate, i.e., as responses to specific Russian stimuli.

To test these hypotheses a further set of experiments was devised.

The experimental situations will not be reviewed in detail but rather

the general design and results outlined. Subjects and experimental

conditions were comparable to those alreadWdiscussed. Four conditions

were run: pre-training Russian pronunciation, pre-training Russian

association, pre-training English familiarization, and no pre-training

(see Appendix A for instructions). In the pronunciation pre-training



subjects were instructed that they were going to participate in a vocab

ulary learning task, after they had first received pronunciation practice

on all fifty of the Russian items that would appear in the learning

section, The Russian items were pronounced twice each, the repetition

following the first pronunciation after five seconds, The subjects were

instructed to repeat the Russian item to themselves as accurately and

as many times as possible within the presentation time intervals. The

association pre-training subjects were instructed similarly as to the

learning task but were asked to prepare for this task by first trying

to think of an English word or phrase brought to mind by each Russian

item they heard in the pre-training presentation. The same recording

was used. for this group as for the pronunciation pre-training, The

English pre-training group received the same taped explanation about

the purpose of the experiment as did the others but received as pre~

training material the English responses to the pairs to be subsequently

learned. These subjects were told to repeat the English items to them

selves and to try to remember them, Each English item was repeated

twice in the same manner as were the Russian pre-training items, The

control group had no pre-training but heard the same tape as the other

groups describing the purpose of the experiment.

In the learning section the same procedure and stimulus item order

was used as in the experiment previously reported.

Percentage of correct responses per trial for these four groups

and the reverse pair group are shown in Part A of Table VI, As the

table shows, the rank of groups from greatest to least learning was

association pre-training, pronunciation pre-training, no pre-training,
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English pre-training, and no pre-training reverse-pair. The differences

between group means on trial 6 are all significant at p < .05. The

acquisition. ranks (rank order of most-learned to least-learned items)

for all conditions were highly correlated as is shown in Table VII,

Part A.

These tables display several points of interest. The most facili

tative of the pre-training conditions was the association pre-training.

This suggests that perhaps the most crucial or time consuming process

in the sUbject's strategy model is that represented by step 2. It may

also indicate that the pre-training task, as given, encourages the

subject to both "pronounce" and "associate." Thus association pre

training benefits him in both processes I and 2 of the model. The

pronunciation pre-training, on the other hand, discourages "association"

since the subject is told to occupy his full practice interval in quick

item repetition. Perhaps pronunciation is "over learned" from the point

of view of this e~periment, and the subject can more efficiently allocate

his ~ practice efforts then can the experimenter.

Another observation of interest concerns the negative effect of

English pre-training. The group receiving this pre-training fared

significantly poorer than did the control group. One hypothesis is

that the sUbjects tried to "reverse associate n to the Russian stimulus

when given. That is, when the stimulus was first presented the sUbject

attempted to search his list of English meanings for one which the

Russian item reminded him of. He thus established an English-Russian

association before the correct Russian-English pairing was given, an

association generally incorrect and one which had to be broken before
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the task learning could commence. This hypothesis suggests that we might

find more overt wrong ,English answers (as opposed to omitted answers) in

the protocols of this group than in the protocols of other groups, es,·

pecially in the early trials. The ratio of overt wrong to total wrong

answers was not significantly greater for this group than for other

groups. Another possibility is that initial training on a list of

English items is sufficiently stultifying that the subjects "tune out"

of the pre-training and of the learning task as well. It may always be,

of course, that the ,general interest and skill of this group was lower

than that of other groups. Subsequent results in vocab~lary learning,

however, show a similar decremental effect of English pre-training.

This suggests that the pre-training task itself has a negative effect

on learning.

Finally, we note with considerable uneasiness the large decrement

in performance of the reverse-pair group. When it is noted that our

Russian-English pai,rs contain no cognates and contain no Russian items

of likely familiarity to English speakers, it is not at all clear why

any pairing of Russian items to English items should be any easier or

harder than any other. The spectre of sound symbolism relationships

hovers over this result. Experimentally verified effects of sound

symbolism never seem to exceed four or five percent, however. (See

Brown and Nuttal (1959) and Taylor (1963) for discussion.) The dif

ference between the reverse,·pair and control results are greater than

20 percent. Fortunately, an alternative explanation fits the data

very well.
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~he very high correlation between learning ranks for all conditions

(Table VII) supports ,our original observations claiming near unanimity

among subjects as to what constitutes a difficult and what an easy pairo

We have tried to suggest that most of the weight in determining ease or

difficulty of a pair must be assigned to the phonological shape of the

stimulus itemo We ,have not tried to account further for our initial,

discredited, hypothesis regarding the influence of English form class

on pair" le,arning, although it appears obvious from our own experiments

and others cited that form class must have some bearing on the deter-

mination of difficultYo Close examination of the reverse-pair data

suggests a re-examination of the issue of response form classo

We assume for the purpose of simplification and demonstration two

degrees of stimulus difficulty: "difficult" (PD ;::3) and "easy" (PD::: 2) 0

We also assume two degrees of response difficulty: "easy" (nouns and

adjectives), "difficult" (all other form classes) 0 We have maintained

to this point that stimulus difficulty carries most of the weight in our

experimental situationo We now further assume that difficult stimulus

items make pair-learning, regardless of response, "difficult"; whereas

easy stimulus items will cause pairs to be "difficult" when paired with

"difficult" responses but "easy" when paired with "easy" responses 0 The

original experimental design then, essentially, consisted of twenty-five
S R S R

easy-easy pairs and twenty-five ,difficult-difficult pairso In the
S

reverse pair experiment there were, essentially, twenty-five easy-
R S R

difficult pairs and twenty-five difficult-easy pairso According to our

last assumption, however, all reverse-pair items are "difficulto" The

relevant data from the reverse-pair results support this explanation 0
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In trial 6 there is no significant difference in mean number correct
S R

between the twenty-five difficult-difficult pairs from the original
S R

experiment (11.3) and the twenty-five difficult-easy pairs from the

reverse-pair experiment (10.6). However, the mean number correct from
S R

the original easy-easy pairs (26.0) is almost half again as great as
S R

the mean number correct from the twenty-five easy-difficult pairs (18.5).

All decrement in reverse-pair performance is accounted for in terms of

pairing "easy" (PD:::: 2) stimuli and "difficult" (non-noun-adjective)

responses. This suggests, not unsurprisingly, that a somewhat more

complex model than that originally proposed should be considered. Such

a model must account for the subordinate but not insignificant role

which response variables play in determining pair-learning difficulty.

A linear regression analysis may then suggest appropriate weighting for

stimulus pronounceability and response form class.

The relative consistency of the reported results encouraged .us to

attempt to extend our analysis and hypotheses to a pair-learning situa-

tion in which responses were the same as those used in the Russian 50-

item experiments, but in which stimuli were much less variable in

pronunciation difficulty, as defined.
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CHAPTER 4

JAPANESE-ENGLISH EXPERIMENTS

It appearedworthwhi.le to examine certain hypotheses regarding the

effects of stimulus pronounceability and response form class on learning

natural language vocabulary pairs for cases in which stimulus pronounce-

ability was held constant and, in particular, in which stimulus items

occurred without consonant sequences. Japanese appeared a useful target

language for this purpose, having a minimum of consonant clustering and

being unfamiliar to most of our potential subject population.

English response items were the same 50 items as those used in the

Russian experiments described. The Japanese items used appeared as the

first dictionary listing given in an English-Japanese dictionary under

the response term entry. These choices were checked by a native speaker

of Japanese who also recorded the six randomizations of items. Par-

ticulars of the recording, of the pre-training conditions, of instruc-

tions, and of subject population were made as nearly identical to the

experimental Russian conditions as possible.

Several predictions based on the Russian results were made as to

~he learning of the Japanese-English pairs.

1. In that the Japanese stimulus items were of essentially equal
pronounceability (due to the lack of consonant clustering) the
rank order of pair learning would be consistently determined
by form class of English response term.

The 50 Japanese items contained a total of 121 syllables. Of these

121 syllables 100 syllables were of the shape CV. The remaining 21

syllables consisted of single vowel syllables (V) or CVC syllables
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ending in In!. Thus virtually all items had a pronounceability rating

of 0 as determined by the technique used in the Russian experiments.

It was assumed that the Japanese-English pair learning results

would be more similar to those reported for ev or eve nonsense-English

pair learning results. In particular, we expected to observe some

effect of the relative learning difficulty of nouns, adjectives, adverbs

and verbs (Glanzer, 1962) in the response position.

II. Pre-training conditions would have less significant or no
significant effect on pair learning.

Since the crucial element of both pronunciation and association

pre-training on stimulus items was assumed to be the effect of practice

on pronounceability and the effect of pronounceability on finding a

mediating response, it was felt that pre-training on items of equally

simple pronounceability would have no facili.tating effect on later

rehearsal and association and, consequently, on pair learning.

III. SUbject agreement as to the relative ease or difficulty of
a particular Japanese-English pair 'would be much less than
in the Russian-English pair learning experiments.

Pronounceability in the Russian experiments w~s a factor of such

universality that it overrode .individual learning styles and associative

habits. If pronounceability is held constant we would expect the effect

of individual differences to be much more pronounced. This hypothesis

can be tested in several kinds of data analysis.

a. We would expect that correlations between learning ranks for

individuals and groups would be lower for Japanese-English

than Russian-English pair learning. There would be less con-

sensus on what were Ileasy" and what "difficult ll pairs 0
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b. Standard deviations (from the mean number of correct responses

per item for Japanese-English conditions) would be less than

for comparable Russian-English conditions. Lack of consensus

as to what are "easy" and what "difficult" items would suggest

a greater concentration of correct responses about some mean.

IV. Reverse pairing of Japanese-English items would have no sig
nificant effect on number of pairs learned by subjects.

The decremental effect of reverse pairing in the Russian experiments

was attributed to an interaction between stimulus pronounceability and

response form class. Since in Japanese stimulus pronounceability (PD)

is constant, any re-pairing of stimulus items and response items should

produce no interaction such as observed in the Russian experiments. Any

significant difference in performance between the control group and the

reverse pair group would have to be analyzed in some different manner

than the differences in the comparable Russian conditions were analyzed.

. One further issue of some interest was the mean number of pairs

mastered in a given Japanese condition as compared to the mean number

of pairs learned in the like Russian condition. Since stimulus pro-

nunciation difficulty was minimized, one might predict that rehearsal

would be facilitated and pair learning made easier. Thus, one would

predict subjects in the Japanese experiments to master a greater

number of pairs than subjects in the comparable Russian experiments.

On the other hand, the high similarity in phonological shape of the

Japanese items would tend to make these items hard to differentiate.

Difficulty in differentiating the stimulus items would inhibit pair

learning, particularly as compared to the Russian experiments in which

stimulus items were relatively easy to differentiate.
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Rehearsal and association phases of pair learning should be simpler

in the Japanese than in the Russian experiments; stimulus differentiation

should be more difficult, however. Our guess was that pronunciation

would out-weigh differentiation as a factor and that the mean number of

pairs learned would be higher for the Japanese conditions than for the

comparable Russian conditions.

Results

As one can see from the first two columns of Table IV, Part B,

Prediction I, regarding the effect on rank of response form class is

fairly consist~ntly upheld. Table VI, Part B, indicates the effect on

pair learning of the pre-training conditions. Comparison of Part B for

the Japanese studies, to Part A, showing results of the Russian studies,

indicates that pre-training conditions had less effect on Japanese

English pair learning than on Russian-English pair learning, as pre

dicted (II). Trial 6 differences between control and training conditions

were significant only bet'ween assoc:tation pre-training and all other

pre-training conditions.

Correlations bet'ween training conditions are shown in Table VII.

As predicted (IlIa) rank correlations between Japanese training conditions

are less than correlations between the comparable Russian conditions.

The significance of the difference between the pooled correlations of

the Russian pre-training condition ranks and the pooled correlations

of the Japanese pre-training condition ranks was computed. Values of

z for the r' s were determined using Fisher's z transformation and the

difference between z's referred to the values of tl~ standard error of

the differences. The pooled correlations for the Russian r ~ .9261;



for the Japanese r = .7329. The difference between these t = 3.323 is

significant at p < .005. The comparative lack of correlation (cf.

Russian studies) between conditional learning ranks in the Japanese

experiments is also an outcome of minimal correlation between subject

ranks within a training condition.

Table VII indicates the means and standard deviations (3D) for

Russian and J~panese experimental conditions. The means represent the

average number of total correct responses which 11 subjects made to a

given item in the course of 6 trials. As predicted (IIIb) the 3D for

Japanese conditions are significantly less than and in fact are almost

half of the 3D for Russian experimental conditions.

This result is introduced to support our contention that there is

a rather uniform distribution for the Russian pairs as opposed to a

more normal distribution for the Japanese pairs. 5

Little analysis is required to demonstrate that Prediction IV,

regarding the non-significant effect of reverse pairing the Japanese-

5It is interesting to note that analysis of the mean number of correct
responses and 3D per trial by subject show these distributions re
versed. For trial 6 the mean number of correct responses for subjects
in the Russian control condition was 33.7, for Japanese 33.6. The 3D
for the Russian subjects was 4.06 but for the Japanese subjects 9.31.
This result can be variously interpreted. One interpretation might
-run as follows: All Japanese items are of medium difficulty; Russian
items range from very difficult to very easy. The individual learning
skill of the SUbjects will be much more evident when all items are of
mean difficulty (Japanese experiment). Very easy and very hard items
(Russian experiment) are upiversally not learned or learned, thus
tending to wipe out individual differences. The relatively greater
spread of individual differences in the Japanese experiment is indi
cated by the greater standard deviation of subject scores from the
meano
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English items, was not confirmed. The percentage of correct responses

on Trial 6 for the control group was 65%, the percentage of correctly

recalled responses for the reverse pair group was 57%. This difference

is significant; p < .01.

A decremental effect due to reverse pairing was observed in the

Russian studies. The magnitude of this learning decrement is approx.i

mately the same in both the Russian and the Japanese data (Table VI).

An analysis in terms of interaction between stimulus pronounceability

and response form class was offered as an explanation for the Russian

reverse pair learning decrement. No such analysis appears possible for

the illapanese data.

One may feel that perhaps some sort of sound symbolism may bind

"natural" pairs and that breaking this bond by artificial pairing may

make pairs "unnatural" and hard to learn. Brown et al interpret their

experimental results "as indicative of a primitive phonetic symbolism

deriving from the origin of speech in some kind of imitative or physi

ognomic linkage of sound and meaning" (Brown et al, 1955). Several

experimental results in sound symbolism (e.g. the Brown et al study)

have proved difficult to replicate. When sound symbolism factors are

consistently observable there is rarely an experimental effect reported

that is more than three or four percent above the level of chance. The

magnitude of the reverse pair decrement suggests some more powerful

factor to be operative. Even if we were to entertain this sound sym

bolism hypothesis, however, we would still wish to explain how sound

symbolism works to facilitate or inhibit natural language pair learning.



Some rather inconclusive observations can be made on this reverse

pair data. There were 34 Japanese stimuli to which more correct responses

were given when those stimuli were paired with "dictionary" or "natural"

pair English. items than when those stimuli were artificially paired to

English response. items. Three hundred and sixty-nine more correct re

sponses were given to these 34 stimuli when dictionary paired than when

the same stimuli were artificially paired to English responses. To 15

Japanese stimuli more correct responses were given when the stimuli were

artificially paired than when they were "dictionary" paired with English

responses. Eighty-four more correct responses were given to these

reverse pair items than to their dictionary pair counterparts.

All the Japanese verb forms but one are marked (final~) as were

the Russian verb forms (final-Tb ). Two Japanese non-verb items also

ended in u. One might ask the extent to which this marking facilitated

natural pair learning (and consequently inhibited reverse pair learning);

t.o what extent was a category, "verb," generalized as a response to

stimuli ending in u.

When the nine Japanese verb items ending in ~ were "dictionary"

paired with their appropriate English verb infinitive responses, these

items received a total of 149 correct responses (for 11 subjects for 6

trials). When these same stimulus items were reverse paired With, as

it happens, non-verb responses, 176 correct responses were recorded

(for 11 SUbjects for 6 trials). The confounding factor here is that

the Japanese verb items ten?ed to be re-paired with English noun re

sponses in the reverse pair experiment. We have already noted that

nouns tend to be generally more available as responses than do other

form classes.
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A tendency to generalize a "verb" category as signaled by final ~

would be suggested by a preponderance of verb responses by subjects to

items ending in~. We might ask if the observed wrong responses tended

to be verbs rather than non-verbs when stimulus items ended in final u.

For the four Japanese dictionary pair conditions there were a total of

355 overt wrong responses given to Japanese verb items ending in final

u. Of these, 140 were verb responses and 215 non-verb responses. The

percentage of verb responses to verb stimuli was significantly higher

th",p the percentage of verb responses to non-verb stimuli. However, the

percentage of noun responses to noun stimuli is likewise significantly

higher than the percentage of noun responses to non-noun stimuli, and

nouns were grammatically unmarked in these experiments.

If we examine the number of correct verb responses to verb marked

stimuli in the control, dictionary pair condition and the number of

correct verb responses to non-verb marked stimuli in the reverse pair

condition, we note the following: the nine marked verb items received a

total of 149 correct responses (total responses from 11 subjects for 6

trials). The nine Japanese stimuli artificially paired with verb re

sponses elicited 136 correct responses. The difference is not

significant.

These three data analyses suggest that though there may have been

some facilitation for dictionary pair learning by form class marked

stimuli, this effect was relatively slight and certainly inadequate to

",ccount for the total learning decrement observed in the reverse pair

expe riment •
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The. last issue discussed in the prediction section concerned the

relative difficulty of learning Russian-English and Japanese-English

pairs. Table VIII indicates the differences between means for compar

able Russian and Japanese training conditions. Only the difference

between stimulUS association means is significant; p < .01. The Trial

6 mean for the control conditions was computed. The Trial 6 mean for

the Japanese experiment was 33.6, for the Russian experiment 33.7; the

difference is not significant. We have tried to demonstrate a qualita

tive learning difference between the Japanese and Russian experiments.

It appears the quantitative difference was slight.
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CHAPTER 5

GENERAL DISCUSSION

Let us consider in light of our data the summary statement in

Chapter 2 indicating the main variables of paired-associate learning

to be a) ,the direction of the pair in both original and recall trials,

b) the similarity of stimulus words, c) the familiarity of response

words.

Directionality

To what extent did the direction of pair learning influence the

reported results? Directionality was not manipulated in our reported

experiments. Our pilot study suggested that a significant quantitative

difference would be found between known and unknown (English-Russian)

versus unknown/known (Russian-English) pair learning. This is in agree

ment with reported findings earlier reviewed. The pilot study further

suggested that the qualitative directional effects would be minimal,

that is, that pair learning ranks of English-Russian and Russian-English

are highly correlated. Our interpretation of subject performance sug

gests that the subjects' rehearsal, pronunciation, of stimulus items is

a key element in pair learning. We assume that this is why stimulus

pronounceability in Russian-English pair learning is so important and

why Russian-English and English-Russian pair learning ranks are

correlated.
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Similarity

To what extent are these results influenced by stimulus, or response,

similarity? What does it mean to say that natural language stimuli or

responses are similar?

The first question we can examine in some detail. The second would

require a treatise of its own. Nevertheless, we can perhaps suggest

some factors which ~ppear to lead subjects to confuse certain stimulus

and response items with other stimulus and response items.

Our assumption to this point has been that items are hard to learn

due primarily to inherent characteristics of the stimulus or response

half of the learning item. An alternative hypothesis is that items are

hard to learn because of the interference of other items in the list of

items to be'learned. These hypotheses are not wholly independent;

further, we do not expect to find one "right" hypothesis which accounts

for all of the data. It does seem reasonable to assume, however, that

if item similarity (i.e., confusability) is the principal factor in

fluencing learning, we might expect to see several kinds of evidence in

the data.

First, we might expect to find a high ratio of overt wrong responses

to covert wrong responses throughout the data. Subjects were instructed

always to respond even if they had to guess at the response. High

stimulus or response confusability would tend to make more responses

available to the subject and to encourage a high degree of overt wrong

responses. Second, we might expect to find that difficult items show

a much higher proportion of overt to covert wrong responses than do

easy items. That is, if a difficult item is assumed to be difficult
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because it is readily confused with other items in the list, then a

difficult, confusable item should show a high proportion of overt wrong

to covert wrong responses, these responses being either other members

of the response set to which the correct response belongs, e,g" "noun,"

"verb," "animate," etc, (response generalization) or responses appro

priate to some similar soundi.ng stimulus item or items (stimulus

generalization), Third, we might expect to find clustering of overt

wrong answers for a given item, That is, a few highly similar items,

probably 1, 2 or 3, should account for most of the total number of overt

wrong responses for a given item, Finally, we might expect to find a

different ranking for items on the basis of overt wrong answers than

on the basis of covert wrong answers, That is, an overt wrong answer

score for an item should be roughly an index of that item's "confus

ability, " A covert wrong answer score for an item should be roughly an

index of that item's "retainability, " If we assume retainability to be

influenced primarily by intra-item factors and confusability to be in

fluenced primarily by inter-item factors, then we would not expect a

necessarily high correlation between rank of items by number of overt

wrong answers and rank of items by nwnber of covert wrong answers,

The wrong answer analysis i.ndicates the following:

1) Despite the instructional request for responses to all pre

sented stimUli, there were many non-responses or what we have called

covert wrong answers, For each item we considered there to be 220

potential correct responses - 4 conditions x 11 subjects x 5 trials,

(We did not consider the first trial presentation to be a test trial,)

For the 50 Russian items there was a mean number of correct responses
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per item of 109.3; a mean number of overt wrong responses of 27.5; a

mean number of covert wrong responses of 83.2. For the 50 Japanese

items there was a mean number of correct responses per item of 98.8,

of overt wrong responses 32.1, of covert wrong responses 89.1. We

might expect that the group receiving stimulus pronunciation pre-training

would mak,,-tIle-f-€-we""t-cQnfus-ion--e-l'rors~This---!irDllP-.---i~act->---IJlaQe~a~ _

greater total number of overt wrong answers than did the control group -

392 to 374. This suggests that the facilitation attributable to pre-

training may not be due primarily to a decrease in confusability of

stimuli brought about by such pre-training.

2) If we compare the ten most learned and the ten least learned

Russian pair overt/covert ratios, we can see the ratios do not differ

appreciably. For the difficult items the ratio of overt/covert wrong

answers was 456/1369 ~ .333; for the easy items the ratio was

97/311 ~ .312.

Let us consider briefly a stimulus class and a response class of

high apparent similarity. Looking at the data for the Russian stimulus

response set of items called "verbs" we note the following: a) the verbs

are all difficult, least-learned items, b) verbs have high nominal re

sponse similarity - they are always prefaced by "to" and, perhaps, as

well, share certain semantic features as earlier suggested, c) verbs

have high nominal stimulus similarity - the Russian verb items are

always suffixed by Tb (or CH). Thus both stimulus and response simi

larity, i.e., confusability, are high for the set of verb pairs. No

other form class is marked by such primary similarity in either stimulus



£! response. We should expect, then, a relatively high percentage of

overt wrong English verb responses to Russian verb stimuli.

To the ten Russian verb stimuli a total of 428 overt wrong responses

were given. Of these .392 or 168 responses were verb responses. Only

three of the ten verb stimuli ellicited a verb as the most frequently

given wrong response.

The situation is somewhat comparable for Japanese. The ten verb

items are all difficult, least-learned items; English responses are

prefaced by "to"; Japanese verb stimuli are in all cases but one suf

fixed by lui. Thus there is again high stimulus and response similarity

for the same set of pairs.

There were 402 total overt wrong responses to Japanese verb stimuli;

.341 or 137 of these were verb responses. Five of the ten most fre

quently given wrong responses to verb stimuli were non-verb responses.

Here, again, wrong answer analysis fails to yield strong support for

an interpretation of our data relying on item similarity.

3) The confusion data for the Russian and Japanese experiments

are shown in Tables VIII and IX. The items are ordered by total number

of overt wrong answer responses. The two most frequent wrong responses

with their response frequencies are given for each item. In the Russian

experiments the two most often given overt wrong responses account on

the average for only .318 of the total number of overt wrong responses

given to a particular stimulus item. In the Japanese experiments the

two most often given wrong responses account on the average for only

.284 of the total number of wrong responses. As the totals for second

choice wrong responses should suggest, inclusion of third or fourth
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choices in the analysis would not appreciably increase the percentages.

The high degree of clustering predicted by the similarity hypothesis

does not appear in the wrong answer data.

4) Rank correlations for Russian and Japanese items ordered by

number of covert wrong answers and number of overt wrong answers were

computed. The figures are for the control condition in both sets of

experiments. Correlation between items ranked by number of covert

wrong answers and overt wrong answers was, for the Russian, r ; .9046

(p < .0001); for the Japanese, r; .5234 (p < .001). This suggests

that the factors accounting for overt wrong responses were the same

factors accounting for covert wrong responses. The evidence here

examined indicates that inter-list stimulus or response similarity is

not one of the more influential of these factors.

Similarity does account for some findings in the data. We might

inquire then as to what factors lead items to be confused, to be con

sidered similar? As suggested earlier a careful analysis of this

question is beyond the scope of the present stUdy. However, examination

of the wrong answer data for the Russian and Japanese experiments yields

some tentative sugge s tions •

After some trial and error, a similarity index for pairs of items

was computed as the sum of the following values:

a) Two stimulus items with same first phoneme ; 1.

b) Two stimulus items with same last phoneme ; 1.

c) Two stimulus items with n same phonemes regardless of

position; n.
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d) Two stimulus items with same number 'of syllables = number of

syllables.

eJ Two response items with same form class = 1.

On the basis of this system the items constituting the overt wrong

responses to a stimQlus were assigned an index of similarity to the

correct stimulus and response. If the similarity index is indeed a

measure of confUsability, we might expect the following to hold true.

If two pairs - A and B - have a higher similarity index than pairs A

and C, then wrong responses to stimulus A should show a greater per

centage of response B than of response C. An appropriate analysis

would require the comparison of two 50 x 50 matrices, one representing

similarity indexes and the other wrong response data. A section of

such a comparison would show the information contained in the following

brief analysis.

For both Russian and Japanese the ten items having most wrong

responses were analyzed according to the similarity indexing procedure

outlined. For each of these ten items all wrong responses for which

the response frequency was greater than 2 were determined .and the items

to which they belonged assigned a similarity index. The assumption

tested was that the higher the response frequency of a wrong response,

the higher the index of similarity between the item to which that

response belongs and the presented item. For responses having identical

response frequencies an average similarity index was computed. An

example may help clarify this. The Russian item to which the greatest

number of overt wrong answers was given was ,I(OBOJIMO (= enough).
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There were 59 overt wrong. responses given to this item. The wrong

responses and response frequencies (;:: 2) were as follows:

[1] "village" (= ,nEPEBHff) 8

[2 ] 11 to return It (= BEPHYTbCff) 6

[2] "fully" (= BTIOJIHE) 6

[3] ua1lfl (= BCE) 3

[3] Uto want 11 (= XOTETb) 3

[3] lIto hold" (= ,llEPiKATb ) 3

[4 ] "to add" (= IIPYIEABYITb) 2

The similarity index for wrong response item [1] and the test item is

8, for the two items [2] the mean similarity index is 5.5, for the three

items [3] the mean similarity index is 3, for item [4] the similarity

index is 2. Thus, for this example, we see a regular monotonic rela

tionship holding between wrong response frequency and item similarity

indexes. For the small sample examined the correlation between the

similarity indexes and response frequencies was fairly good. For the

Russian data, 7 of 10. items showed significant positive correlation

(p < .05) between similarity index rank and wrong response frequency

rank. For the Japanese data such a correlation holds for 5 of the 10

items. This analysis is very informal and so we have not felt it

necessary to detail its application. The analysis, albeit informal,

suggests that similar items do tend to be confused and that similarity

as a factor in natural language vocabulary learning can be measured

and confusability reasonably accurately predicted.
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Factor analysis of the variables comprising the .s.imilarity index

suggests that these variables play roughly equivalent roles in determin

ing item similarity. The interaction between variables appears to be

quite complex. Reconsideration of the similarity data does suggest the

following: 1) xhat similarity is realized in terms of phonemic classes

as well as individual phonemes, 2) that unfamiliar (non-native) sequences,

especially consonant clusters, tend to be considered similar regardless

of their phonemic constituencies, and 3) that strings of like phonemes

may be "SUbject-weighted" geometrically (rather than arithmetically)

for length.

Familiarity

"Familiarity" was, like "directionality," not manipulated in our

experiments. We can examine the relationship of one measure of famil

iarity to the observed learning ranks, however.

Frequency of occurrence (in language use) has often been used as

a measure of familiarity (Underwood and SchUlZ, 1960). Frequency of

occurrence for the English response items in our experiment was deter

mined from the Lorge magazine count (Thorndike and Lorge, 1944). The

rank of response items by Lorge frequency was compared to the control

condition learning rank for both Russian and Japanese items. For Russian

the correlation between Lorge response frequency rank and item learning

rank was r = -.039; for Japanese, r = .024. These correlations are not

significant. We have earlier mentioned that another type of frequency

measure (for stimulus pronounceability) also correlated poorly with

learning ranks.
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It might be appropriate to conclude with a comment on the stage

analysis interpretation of paired-associate learning. This is the ap

proach which "has dominated the contemporary period of FA research"

Ucausler, 1965). Stage analysis holds that "paired-associate learning

of verbal lists can be divided logically into phases. These two phases

will be called the response recall or response learning phase and the

associative phase. The response learning phase is conceived of as the

learning required to make the responses readily recallable. This first

phase must necessarily precede the second phase, the associative phase,

since the response must be available before it can be associatively

connected (second phase) to a specific stimulus in the paired-associate

list" (Underwood and Runquist, and Schulz, 1959). Although the present

experiments are in no sense a direct test of this model (no attempt was

made to have S's learn English responses to criterion, for instance) it

does appear that our data are in conflict with this interpretation of

pair learning. In our case response pre-training inhibited pair learn

ing. Furthermore, response familiarity as measured by frequency showed

little effect on pair learning. Our own rather loosely modeled inter

pretation of the present data appears to be somewhat (but not much)

more in keeping with the Gibsonian interpretation of FA learning which

stresses stimulus generalization and differentiation concepts. The

probably more important interpretation of our data is that differen

tiation must be made among types of verbal learning materials. Our

results suggest that it is item factors (known versUs unknown; pro

nounceable versus non-pronounceable) rather than design or intra-list

factors that most crucially influence the learning of natural language

pairs.
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IMPLICATIONS FOR SECOND. LAlVGUAGE TEACHING

As the previous discussion has suggested, one extrapolates from

experimentation in the laboratory to practice in the classroom only at

considerable personal periL However, there are, perhaps, several

general comments which can be made concerning the relevance of the pres

ently reported results to further experimentation and possible classroom

application.

It appears that pronunciation and association, as examined, play

an important role in vocabulary mastery and that "pronounceability" and

"associativity" can be determined with some accuracy. Following directly

from this observation are several recommendations based on interpreta

tions of the experimental results.

1) In teaching languages with syllable constructions differing

markedly from those of English, it may facilitate the student 1 s mastery

of lexical and grammatical skills to preface practice in these areas

with vocabUlary or, perhaps, syllable pronunciation exercises.

2) One may wish to guide the associative aspect of vocabUlary

mastery, either by simply suggesting assocIative mediators to the

student or by presenting the vocabUlary items In relatively restricted

contexts which will encourage mediation in a way which 'will not prove

distracting in later language learning tasks.

3) Other evidence suggests that mastery of grammatical drills is

markedly influenced by the choice of lexical Items comprising the gram

matical drills (Crothers and Suppes, 1967). If attention is to be

focused on grammatical maste:ry, then It appears advisable to restrict
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the difficulty of the vocabulary items to be used in the grammatical

drill. We have suggested several ways in which the difficulty of vocab

ulary items may be measured.

4) Several.studies have been made of the optimal list size for

presentation of vocabulary items. The results have been inconclusive.

It seems possible that list difficUlty rather than list length may be

a more appropriate measure for structuring such studies.

5) It appears that similar variables affect native-target or

target-native vocabulary learning and that target-native is considerably

easier than native-target vocabulary learning. It may be reasonable to

consider minimizing the initial language learning trauma by encouraging

target-native vocabulary mastery even though target production is the

ultimate goal.

6) Our reverse-pair results suggest that dictionary pairing of

stimUlUS and response, target-native, items is somehow more easily

learned, is perhaps more "appropriate," than non-dictionary or random

pairing. It would be possible to ask students to rate the "appropriate

ness" of target-native dictionary pairings. The most "appropriate"

target items might then be used as the core vocabulary in the early

phases of teaching.

A somewhat less dogmatic overtone in current discussions on second

language teaching and a concurrent educational emphasis on more rigorous

definition of instructional goals and sub-goalS, suggest that the present

may be an opportune time for re-evaluating the entire issue of the place

of vocabUlary mastery within a second language teaching program. Ex

perimental research in this relatively neglected area will hopefully

provide some guid~ lines for this re-evaluation.
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CONCLUSIONS

1. List learning of foreign language-native language vocabulary pairs

is pervasively influenced by inherent and contrastive features of

pronounceability of the foreign language items.

2. Supportive studies suggest that these features are operative in a

variety of presentation formats and are operative in both target

native and native-target language learning tasks.

3. Target item pronounceability can be effectively measured in terms

of consonantal type, length of consonantal sequence, and similarity

of individual consonants and consonantal seq~ences to consonants

and consonantal sequences in the native language.

4. Neither stimulus or response frequency or item length, as measured

in syllables, has an observable effect on item learning difficulty.

5. Similarity among target language items has an observable but not

apparently significant effect on pair-learning.

6. Form class of native items has a significant effect on learning

difficulty which becomes more marked as factors .of target item

pronounceability are minimized, either by specific training on

pronunciation (as in the Russian experiments) or by choice of

target language items of similar pronunciation difficulty (as in

the Japanese experiments).

7. Artificial pairing (non-dictionary pairing) of target~native items

has a significantly consistent inhibiting affect on pair learning•

.This effect is at the moment not completely understood.
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SUMMARY

The research here reported examines some data on paired-associate

learning with foreign language-English vocabulary lists. This data

indicates that the observed difficulty in learning certain "natural"

language pairs relative to other pairs is highly consistent over a wide

range of individual subjects and experimental conditions. An attempt

is made to account systematically for this diffiCUlty ranking in terms

of the linguistic habits of the subject population of native speakers

of English.

A review of research on the topic of linguistic difficulty 

phonological and syntactic diffiCUlty, inherent and contrastive dif

ficulty - is presented as a background for the experimental stUdy. A

brief review is offered of experimental findings in "natural" language

vocabUlary learning and in more artificially constrained paired-associate

learning.

Some Russian-English vocabulary data are analyzed and some hypotheses

regarding factors of difficulty are proposed. The major hypothesis

concerning the influence of English response form class (part of speech)

on pair-learning, is examined in a further experimental study. A

measure of phonological diffiCUlty, or pronounceability, of Russian

stimulus items is proposed and a comparison of the relative effect of

stimulus pronounceability vs response form class is examined in three

experimental studies.

The finding that pair-learning is strongly influenced by the length,

type, and position-in-word of consonants and consonantal sequences in
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the Russian stimulus is used as a basis for hypotheses regarding the

relative influence of stimulus-response factors in a pair-learning

situation where consonantal variables remain fairly constant over all

stimulus items.

These hypotheses are then examined in a set of five Japanese

English pair-learning experiments. Comparisons of the Russian-English

and Japanese-English results regarding the influence of pre-training

conditions on learning, the correlation between training conditions,

and the range of acquisition of individual items generally support the

hypotheses proposed. One unanticipated and significant result, the

decremental effect on learning of non-dictionary pairing of Japanese

and English, is examined in light of findings from experimentation on

the universality of sound symbolism.

The influence on the experimental results of pair-learning direc

tionality, stimulus similarity, and response familiarity is discussed.

Finally, some conclusions, proposals for further research, and pedagogical

applications are suggested.
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APPENDIX A

INSTRUCTIONS TO SUBJECT

Pre-Training Instructions - Stimulus Association

You are taking part in a Russian (Japanese) English vocabulary

learning experiment. In the experiment you will be given a list of

Russian (Japanese) words and their English meanings. When you hear the

Russian (Japanese) words you will be asked to write what you think are

the correct English meanings of the Russian (Japanese) words. You will

hear the list of words several times. But first, before we begin the

actual experiment, we are going to give you some practice to he.lp you

remember the Russian (Japanese) words. When you hear a Russian (Japanese)

word, attempt to think of an English word that the Russian (Japanese)

word reminds you of.•. then you will hear the Russian (Japanese) word

again. Again, think of the Russian (Japanese) word in terms of an

English word. It may be the same English word or you may think of a

better one. Then you will hear a new Russian (Japanese) word. Again

attempt to associate an English word with the Russian (Japanese) word;

the Russian (Japanese) word will be repeated and so on to the end of

the practice period. You will thus hear and practice all the Russian

(Japanese) words used in the experiment.

Do you have any questions?

Pre-Training Instructions - Stimulus Pronunciation

You are taking part in a Russian (Japanese) English vocabulary

learning experiment. In the experiment you will be given a list of
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Russian (Japanese) words and their English meanings. When you hear the

Russian (Japanese) words you will be asked to write what you think are

the correct English meanings of the Russian (Japanese) words. You will

hear the list of words several times.

But first, before we begin the actual experiment, we are going to

give you some practice recognizing the Russian (Japanese) words. When

you hear a Russian (Japanese) word, pronounce it to yourself once or

twice; then you will hear the Russian (J'apanese) word again. Check

your pronunciation and say it to yourself once more. Then you will hear

a new Russian (Japanese) word. Again, pronounce it to yourself once or

tWice, then this new word will be repeated. Again, check your pro

nunciation and say it to yourself once more, and so on, to the end of

the practice period. You will thus hear and practice all the Russian

(Japanese) words used in the experiment.

Do you have any questions?

Pre-Training Instructions - Response Familiarization

You are taking part in a Russian (Japanese) English vocabulary

learning experiment. In the experiment you will be given a list of

Russian (Japanese) words and their English meanings. When you hear

the Russian (Japanese) words you will be asked to write what you think

are the correct English meanings of the Russian (Japanese) words. You

will hear the list of words several times. But first, before we begin

the actual experiment, we are going to give you some practice to help

you remember the correct English word meanings. First you will hear

an English word, concentrate on it, then you will hear the same English



word again. After that, you will hear a new English word. Once again,

concentrate on it. Then this new word will be repeated, and so on, to

the end of the practice period. You will thus hear and practice all

the English words used in the experiment.

Do you have any questions?

Learning Instructions - All Conditions

We are doing this experiment to see how people learn a vocabulary

of a foreign language. You will be learning the English equivalents

of Russian (Japanese) words.

First, you will.hear a Russian (Japanese) word. Then there will

be a pause to allow you time to write down the English meaning of the

Russian (Japanese) word.

After the pause you will hear the correct English meaning. Try

to remember this meaning so you can write it the next time you hear the

same Russian (Japanese) word. Also, when you hear the correct English

word, compare it with your answer. Your answer is wrong, unless it is

identical to the right answer. Synonyms or parts of words are incorrect.

Of course, it is essential that you write your answer before you

hear the correct answer. The list of words is rather long, so you are

not expected to learn all of the meanings.

Obviously, you will not know any of the equivalent English mean

ings the first time you encounter the Russian (Japanese) words. Just

listen carefully and try to remember their English equivalents.

Please do not discuss the experiment with the other subjects and

do not study the vocabulary between the first and second parts of the
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experimental session. You will hear corresponding consecutive numbers

preceding each consecutive Russian (Japanese) utterance. Please keep

up with the numbers and on trials after the first trial please guess

if you don't know or if you are not sure.

Do you have any questions?
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TABLE I

HYPOTHESES CONCERNING VARIABLES INFLUENTIAL IN

RUSSIAN-ENGLISH PAIR LEARNING

Of Russian Stimuli

1) Word length (syllable length).

2) Grammatical suffixation (- CH on all Russian verbs).

3) Pronounceability for English speaker.

4) Word stress.

Of English Responses

1) Frequency of use.

2) Form-ciass (function or content).

3) Demonstrability (object, action, attribute).

Of Russian and English

1) Homophony of Russian and English syllables,
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TABLE II

MEAN PERCENTAGE CORRECT RECALL OF ENGLISH RESPONSES BY FORM CLASS

Number of Mean Proportion Examples of Russian-
Form-Class Words correct/item English Pairs

Definite Pronouns 5 ·93 BhI you

Colors 4 .67 EEJIhlM white

Concrete Nouns 84 .58 JIOE forehead

Possessive Pronouns 3 .42 ORA her

Prepositions 11 .42 QEPE3 across

Adjectives 57 .41 ,lJJlirom wild

Numbers 8 ·37 ITHTE five

Abstract Nouns 34 .36 BMOTE authority

Interrogatives 7 .31 ITOQEMY why

Adverbs 22 .23 ITOQTJi1 almost

Conjunctions 6 .22 Jil.JIJII or

Verbs 59 .21 !lEPJKATE to hold

300
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TABLE III

GROUP STATISTICS FOR THE RUSSIAN-ENGLISH REVERSE"PAIR STUDY

Russian Words

Group Statistics 25 Russian A + 25 Russian B +
Easy English Difficult English

Mean Proportion of
Pair Items Correct
in the Block 300
Experiment .454 .015

25 Russian A + 25 Russian B +
Difficult English Easy English

Mean Proportion of
pair Items Correct
in Reverse Pair
Experiment .299 .118

.

.
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TABLE IV

PAIR-LEARNING AS A FUNCTION OF PART OF SPEECH

Russian

Dictionary Pair Reverse Pair

Most Least Most Least
A. Learned Learned Learned Learned

Concrete Nouns 13 3 6 10

Adjectives 6 3 2 7

Other Nouns 5 4 4 5

Function Items 1 5 3 3

Verbs 0 10 10 0

Japanese

Dictionary Pair Reverse Pair

Most Least Most Least
B. Learned Learned Learned Learned

Concrete Nouns 14 2 12 4

Adjecti ves 7 2 7 2

Other Nouns 3 6 3 6

Function Items 1 5 2 4

Verbs 0 10 1 9
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TABLE V

RUSSIAN EXPERDlENT: RANKING OF ITEMS BY REVERSE-PAIR EXPERDlENTAL RESUlTS

Most-Learned Items

Russian Phonemic Dictionary Reverse-Pair PronunciatioIi RecalJ. Score

~ Stimulus Transcription Response Response Difficulty (of 20)

1- I1pHMep !pryirrJ¥~r! example action 3 20

2. ilyx !dux! breath together 0 19

3. ilpyr !druk/ friend thing 1 20

4. My", !muO! husband to call 0 17

5. Kpali !kray! country more 1 20
---J
-"" 6. KapMaH !ka~ pocket: to say 1 18

7. (hapbIli !starty! old to fear 1 19

8. I1THo;a !ptyitsa/ bird door 4 17

9. rOCnO.ItHH !gaspadyin/ ·mister to add 2 19

10. no6 flop! f'orebead to tremble 0 20

11. 'ueHbrIIS !dyengyi! money to raise 4 16
,

12. rOBOpHTb !gavaryity! to say pocket 3 1

13. BOKpyr !vak~ around village 1 18

14. JIec !lyes! forest to :return 1 16

15. ManbtlHK !maly;yik! boy tilIle 3 18

16. MeJIKHl1 !myOlkyiy! shallow enough 3 18



TABLE V {cont.)

Russian Phonemic Dictionary Reverse-Pair Pronunciation -RecaJ..l .Score
Rank Stimulus Transcription Response Response Difficulty .(of 20)

17· BepHblli !~rniy! true to want 2 17

18. IlpM6aBHTh !pryibavy:tty! to add mister 5 0

19· llepeBHR !d:yeryavnya! village around 4 l

20. EeJ1J:dH !bY;liy! white again 1 20

21- JIY"lI\"li /lti~syiyl best to bold 2 18

22. CTon !stol! table authority 1 ~7

23. TIepeg !pyeryet! before sky 2 ·0

24. 3BaTh !zvaty! to call husband 4 1

25. TIone !p/,lye! meadow to burn 1 16
--.J -
\J1 Most-Learned PD Total = 50

Least-Learned Items

26. Kpyr !kruk/ .circle all 1 20

27· 'uOEOJ1hHO !davolyna! enough shallow 2 1

28. 06lI\eeTBO /op~cyestva/ society regard 5 18

29· BepHyThcR IvernutsYa/ to return forest 3 1

30. Bee !fsyo! all circle 3 0

31- He60 !ny;ba! sky before l :1.8

32. OnRTh !opy;'ty! again white 3 0

33. BMecTe !vmyastye! together breath 5 0

34. BpeMR !vryamya! time boy 4 1

llep",an -' ·4 l35. !d:yerzaty to hold best



TABLE- V (coni.)

Russian Phonemic . Dictionary Reverse-Pair Pronunciation Recall Score
Rank Stimulus Transcription Response Response Difficulty ~20)

36. I10'LlTH /poC'tyi/ almost wild 2 1

37· EOfIThCfl /ba:y~tysya/ to fear old 3 0

38. Bell\h /vye~;y/ thing friend 5 0

39· JlBeph /dvyery/ door bird 5 1

40. B3rJIRn /VlOglyat/ regard society 6 1

41- BnOJIHe /fpalny,;'/ fully stone 4 1

42. TIO,ItHRTh /padnya"ty/ to raise money 4 1

43· KaMeHh /k~en/ stone fully 1 17

--1 44. En\e /ye~~yrS/ more country 2 0
G\

45. JlHKHt1 /dyikyiy/ wild almost 2 18

46. BnaCTh /vlasty/ authority table 5 1

47. rOpeTh /g(,ryety/ to burn meadow 3 1

48. neticTBHe / dyeys t vyiye/ action example 5 0

49. .upOJlCaTb /draz~ty/ to tremble forehead 3 0

50. XOTeTb /xatyety/ to want true 3 1
-

Least-Learned PD Total::: 85



TABLE VI

PERCENTAGES OF CORRECT RESPONSES/TRIAL

FOR FOUR PRE-TRAINING CONDITIONS. Ndl FOR ALL CONDITIONS

A.

Russian-English
Trial

1 2 3 4 5 6

R. Association 0 32% 50% 63% 72% 76%

R. Pronunciation 0 28% 44% 58% 66% 72%

E. Familiarization 0 16% 32% 46%: 56% 62%

Control 0 18% 36% 4'ffo 60% 66%

Reverse-Pair 0 10% 22% 32% 42% 54%

B.

Japanese-English
Trial

1 2 3 4 5 6

J. Association 0 22% 36% 54% 64% 70%

J. Pronunciation 0 23% 36% 52% 61% 67%

E. Familiarization 0 20% 30% 46% 58% 65%

Control 0 14% 27% 44% 55% 65%

Reverse-Pair 0 10% 22% 34% 47% 57"!0



---l
OJ

TABLE VII

AVER!lGE NUMllER 'roTAL CORRECT RESroNSES PER ITEM FUR SIX =ICIPATION LEARNING TRIAIS 

FUUR PRE-TRAINING CONDITIONS

A. Russian

Correct Response Stimulus Stimulus Response
Per Item Association Pronounceability Familiar!ty Control All Treatments

Means (66 possible) 32.880 26.740 23·520 25.360 27·125

S.D. 14.012 13.069 14.001 15·853 14.234

Intercorrelations

Stimulus
Association ·932 ·939 .928

Stimulus
Pronounceability .922 ·930

Response
Familiarity ·930,

N (each condition) = II

B. Japanese

Correct Response Stimulus Stimulus Response
Per .Item J - Association Pronounceability Familiarity Control All Treatments

Means (66 possible) 27.880 26·340 24.340 22.900 25.365

S.D. 8.356 9·050 7·213 9·552 8.543

Intercorrelations

Stimulus
Association ·721 .703 ·733

Stimulus
Pronounceability .764 ·785

Response
Familiarity ·708

N (each condition) = 11



TABLE VIII

RUSSIAN OVERT wroNG RESPONSES

A B 1st Confusion C 2nd Confusion C

25 lloBonhHo - enough 59 llepeBHR - village 8 BnOJIHe - fully 6

44 fOBOpM:Tb - to say 58 rOcno~HH - mister 14 rOpeTl> - to burn 9

15 llp0:lKaTL - to tremble 50 llep:lKaTb - to hold 10 3BaTL - to call 4

2 BpeMH - time 48 BepHblH - true 27 BMeCTe - together 3

40 'ueplKaT b - to hold 47 llpoJICaTb - to tremble 11 JlBeph - door 3

16 OmITh - again 47 Em,e- lIIDre 5 ITOl.lTH - almost 4

46 .ueHc·TiH'~e - action 46 nepeBHfl - village 4 3BaTL .. to call 3

--J 48 IlotlTH - almost 44 TITH~a - bird 10 EOflThCfl -to fear 3\D

38 fopeTh - to burn 44 fOBOpHTb - to say 8 fOCnO,IUIIH - mister 6

4 B::3rnR,D: - regard 42 3BaTb - to call 5 BnOJIHe - fully 4

24 JlepeBHR - village 42 BepHYTbcR - to return 6 .liB ep h - door 4

12 IlO,UHRTh - to raise 42 ITOl.lTH - almost 9 EORThCR - to fear 3

39 Em,e - more 42 IIotlTH - almost 4 Bee - all 3

48 EORThCR - to fear 42 EnaCT}, - authority 5 IIpH6aBHTh - to add 4

3 3BaTh - to call 39 BnaCTh - authority 8 llB eph - door 3

A = Master Number

B = Total Number Overt Wrong Responses

C = Wrong Response Frequency This Item



TABLE VIII (cant. )

A B 1st Confusion C 2ndConf"usion C

23 EepHyTLcfl - to return 3J BepHDIM -true 11 BpeuH - time 2

37 IlpH6aBHTb - to add 36 BJIaCTb - authority 3 rOBOpHTb - to say 3

42 EnacTb - authority 36 BeI:!\b - thing 5 ,UBe"p:b - door 3

10 BnOJIHe - fully 36 IIoqT"H - almost 5 Ilone - meadow 3

17 Belli" - tbing 36 BnaCTb - authority 8 'uOBOJIbHO - enough 3

19 BepHOIM - true 35 * - truth 11 BpeM.R - time 6

45 XOTeTh - to want 33 IlTHn;a .;, bird 5 llpmxaTb - to tremble 3

30 BMeCTe - together 32 BpeMR - time 2 BnaCTh - authority 2

50 Bee - all 27 E!:\e - more 7 CTOll - table 6

::Xl
22 BOKpyr - around 27 Kpyr - circle 9 llpyr - friend 5

0
43 JIyqlll>lli - best 25 r.lyJI< - husband 3 Jlpyr - friend 3

34 lIBep:£' - door 23 .llepeBHH - village 3 Bee - all 3

22 rOCnO,IU';H - mister 22 * - man 3 3BaTh - to call 2

35 KaMeHh - stone 21 KapMaH - pocket 11 BOKpyr - around 2

27 KapMaH _ pocket 2l KaMeHb - stone 10 ManhqHK - boy 3

1 ~lemndf _ shallow 19 He60 - sky 3 ManhqHK - boy 2

29 GTO}! - table 19 E!:\e - all 5 BMeCTe - together 2

49 ITepe)l - before 19 BpeMH - time 4 * - end 2

13 ,UYJIC - breath 18 lIpyr - friend 7 'uBeph - door 2

11 Ilone - meadow 18 BnonHe - fully 2 E!:\e-more 2

*No Russian stimulus corresponds. to this response.



TABLE VIII (cant.)

A B 1st Confusion C 2nd Confusion C

9 He60 - sky 14 IIepe.n - before 3 'uB ep h - door 2

32 ITTJlIn.a - bird 14 llepeBHH - village 4 ITOQTH - almost 4

6 lleHbrH - money 13 nee - forest 3 'uHKHM: - wild 2

14 Kpyr - circle 12 llpyr - friend 4 BoKpyr - around 4

4'7 llpyr - friend 12 .uyx - breath 5 BoKpyr - ar01Uld 2

20 .llHKHt1: - wild 10 IITH~a - bird 3 lleHbrH - money 2

41 flee - forest 10 1 1

'7 CTapblM - old 9 He60 - sky 3 1

CD 33 EenhiH - white 9 IIOtlTH - almost ·2 Kpyr - circle 2
f-'

5 JIo6 - forehead 8 llpyr - friend 2 1

21 ITPHM ep - example 8 * - chance 3 BpeMH - time 2

18 Manb qlo'IK - boy 7 1 1,

26 06Il\ecTBo - society '7 BMecTe - together 2 1

31 Kpat1 - country 4 1 1

28 Mp - husband 2 1 1
- -
344 89 50



TABLE IX

JAPANESE OVERT WRONG RESPONSES

Stimulus -
A Correct Response B Wrong Response (1) C Wrong Response (2) C

kokka - country
7 kataru - to say 63 fUtokoro - pocket 5 matsu - to hold 4

kaero - to return

35 fUtatabi - again 61 tobira - door 9 hotondo - almost 6

3 osoreru - to fear 49 yuteru - to tremble 11 mawarini - around 9

28 kaeru - to return 47 yoku - to call 6 osoreru - to fear 6

32 honto - true 46 hotondo - almost 6 tomo - friend 5
cP
[\)

"13 yaku - to burn 45 yoku - to call 14 kataru - to say 3

24 fUtokoro - pocket 44 shokutaku - table 14 tobira - door 4

43 hotondo - almost 41 honto - true 5 jikan - time 3

2 mae - before 41 mina - all 8 jUbun - enough 4

12 motto - more 40 matsu - to hold '7 jubun - enough 4

47 sonkei - regard 40 shakai - society 7 shonen - boy 6

6 hoshii - to want 40 hayashi - forest 7 fUrui - old 3

49 jikan - time 39 shujin - mister 8 ken~i - authority 4



A

36

41

21

11

50

stimulus 
Correct Response

yuteru - to tremble

ippai - fully

isshoni- together

matsu - to hold

asai - shallow

B

39

38

36

35

35

TABLE IX (cont.)

Wrong Response (1)

osoreru - to fear

hitai - forehead

shonen - boy

motto - more

mae - before

C

11

7

6

7

3

Wrong Response (2)

kataru - to say
okosu - to raise

kokyu - breath

shujin - mister

mina - all

arai - wild

C

3

3

5

3

3

1 mina - all 35
motto - more
hotondo - almost 3

okane - money
* - small 3

CD
LA>

15 shujin - mister 34 shonen - boy 16 * - man 4

39 okosu - to raise

8 saizen - best

30 mohan - example

5 kodo - action

22 shokutaku - table

27 mura - village

34 okane - money

34 shonen - boy

23 motto - more

32 okane - money

32 futatabi - again

30 maru - circle

9

6

3

5

4

9

tomo - friend

shujin - mister

hotondo - almost

ken-i - authority
tori - bird

mawarini - around

motto - more

4

4

3

3

4

9

*No Japanese stimulus corresponds to this response.



Stimulus •
A Correct Response

TABLE IX (cont.)

B Wrong Response (l) C Wrong Response (2) . C

3larai - wild

14 tasu - to add

25 shakai - society

38 kokyu - breath

37 maru - circle

30 * - to yell

29 yaku - to burn

28 shonen - boy

28 kokka - country

27 .mura - village

4

2

3

6

6

asai - shallow

~tokoro - pocket
jubun - enough

ken-i - authority
kokyu - breath
shokutaku - table

nohara - meadow

motto - more

3

2

2

3

4

.\"
9 ken-i - authority 27 okane - money 4 sonkei - regard

shakai - society 3

10 hayashi - forest 26 hoshii - to want 4 shujin - mister
okane - money 2

26 mina - all

maru - circle18

16

shiro - white

iwa - store

26 shOnen - boy 5

4 tori bird

3

4

44 fUrui - old

34 mono - thing

29 mawarini - around

25 kokyu - breath

24 motto - more

22 shokutaku - table

3

7

2

shakai - society
hayashi - forest

mina - all

jUbun - enough

2

5

2
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